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ON MY SET

High School Notes

Capt. W. W. Conary of Sun-'
shine Has Had Successful
Career On Sea and Ashore
The juniors have secured the
Colby

Glee Club

for

a

concert

♦
Never content yourself with Appearing throughout this issue
North Haven friends have received March 13.
Into the ranks of nonagenarians
♦ doing your second best, however - arj pleven sma„ ads which contaln
« • » •
copies of the Hollywood, Fla.. News,
recently passed Capt. W. W. Conary
unimportant the occasion.—Gen. —
.
....
...
The Bates-Tufts debate is set for of Sunshine, who in the sunset of his
» Sheridan
\tlP name
a P'cture which is, with- in which appears the following arti

Thursday^
Issue

I

i
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AT THE CAPITOL

THE LIONS CLUB

Bridge Bond Issue Passes the An Able Address By Rev. W. 1
House—Some Approach
S. Rounds Appropriate To
Lincoln’s Birthday
ing Hearings

Rev. Walter S. Rounds was mani
The Leland measure to permit
issuance of $3,000,000 in highway and festly embarrassed when he arose to
bridge bonds under direction of the address the Lions Club during the
♦
-•! out fear of contradiction, the most cle concerning a former North Haven tyarch 11 in the High School Audi long and active life, is held with
Governor and Council for construc Washington's Birthday exercises yes
torium.
•I — ♦ — . ..... . ...... .................. r grjppjng exciting, amazing, spine Baptist pastor who was very popular
tion this year passed the House yes terday. The introduction by King
esteem and veneration by every resi
• • * *
tingling thing yet to reach the screen. in that town:
terday with votes to spare above the Lion Nutt indicated that the jungle
ODE TO AN OASIS
Bernice Smith is having a busy dent of Deer Island.
• « * *
It may be that WBZ is op necessary two-thirds. The measure, denizens were to hear a story about
The story has held two generations
week with the adding machine fig
Capt. Conary followed the sea for
erating on a higher wattage, but i which lias an emergency clause at(The appended rhymp is dedicated in fascination and terror. Its dar
Mayor H. H. Pringle announced at uring class averages.
“The Father of His Country,” but
many
years,
a
successful
master
of
» * • «
as yet I have noticed no marked
to a recent local event. The au ing will astound you. Its, suspense commission meeting Wednesday his
improvement. I get much better ■ 1 ached, would empower the State Mr. Rounds was loaded for the railthor's name is unknown, but a cer wil! chain you to your seats. You will withdrawal from the campaign for
The library is resplendent in new several coasting vessels at a period
satisfaction nut of that other , Treasurer to issue the bonds as need- splitter and not the man who
tain poet Lawry-ate is said to have
paint and varnish. There is still when Maine could boast ownership
never forget
It is coming the commissionership in District No. considerable work to be done in cat of some of the finest schooners in
Westinghouse station, KDKA. I ed and would enable the State High chopped down the cherry tree. This
been one of the collaborators).
2. which he has served for the past
which adjoins WBZ, but I have
to a local theatre very soon. The four years.
aloguing and arranging the books. the Atlantic fleet. After leaving the
way Commission to start projects was due, he explained, to the under
A group of men. with ideas high
to build it up a little more.
» ♦ • •
(Of others they thought first)
name of the picture appears in large
Reasons
attributed
for
withdrawal
(arly this spring. The measure now standing that he had been invited to
sea
he
proved
himself
a
many
sided
Conceived a scheme whereby they sought
A fine motion picture “The Story
type—the name of the theatre ni are the chaotic state of local municitalk on “Lincoln.”
To quench tl)e guzzler's thirst.
oes to the Senate.
man
for
he
was
interested
in
and
Will Rogers appears as guest
pal affairs, in which he has fearlessly of Iron" was shown Tuesday to the
And talk on Lincoln, he did, with
small type.
* * • •
familiar
with
the
various
depart

Utopia, that wonder land.
a minority for four classes in Chemistry and Trade and
speaker on the Salada Tea pro
such fluency and eloquence that his
Find the name of the picture. I| represented
Dreamed of by the sages great;
A
sub-committee
headed
by
Rep

gram tonight, at 8.30 through
years, and the danger that, in the ! Industry.
ments of the fishing industry, with
Was opened to a chosen few,
* * « •
resentative
MacKinnon,
Mexico, audience quite forgot that it was the
Then fill ill the name of the attrac coming election, his success would
WJZ and the NBC Blue Network.
Their Iron tanks to satiate.
farming as a side issue.
;
ecommended
the
following
reappor
 birthday of the first President which
tion in the blank space above and give no assurance of a fair oppor
Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear has re
James Melton, golden voiced
was being observed.
He was also in the grocery busi
And all went well, the thirsty came.
tionment
of
Congressional
districts:
tenor, will sing three request
the first twenty correct titles will tunity to effect a proper change in turned to the commercial depart ness for a number of years handling
The tendency to criticise, and even
And went to thirst no more;
First:
Cumberland,
York,
Oxford,
numbers. Included in the in
All day long a steady stream
receive guest tickets if presented at municipal conditions deemed essen ment after five years’ absence, taking fishermen’s supplies extensively. In
belittle Abraham Lincoln, which has
Sagadahoc.
Went ln and out the door.
the place of Mrs. Stratton who re connection with this business his
strumental music will be a flute
The Courier-Gazette office before tial.
Second: Androscoggin. Franklin, been so strongly stressed in a recent
solo by Aaron Gershunnff, and a
Mayor Pringle throughout his term cently resigned. Mrs. Spear is ex wife conducted the postoffice.
But some, to them admission barred,
•<nox,
Lincoln, Kennebec, Somerset, publication furnished a text for Mr.
Saturday
noon.
—
adv.
cello solo by A. Borodkin.
of office has consistently opposed ceptionally well prepared to teach
And filled with Jealous hate;
Rounds who recalled that while
Considering
that
a
large
portion
of
I
Waldo.
Upon a scheme to wreck this bliss
efforts to submerge the interests of commercial work having studied two his career had been spent at sea
preaching in Central Illinois he once
For days did meditate.
Third
:
Aroostook.
Piscataquis,
the public to private need, in many | years at Colby and completed the Capt. Conarv proved markedly suc
heard an old resident decrying a
On a recent morning I tuned
Washington,
Penobscot,
Hancock.
instances with success. His failure secretarial course at Simmons. She cessful in tilling the soil, and every
At last It came, destruction
MAN ?
preacher's eulogy of Lincoln.
in at 6.45 and found three sta
This,
on
the
basis
of
the
1930
fed

Where had been joy and fun.
to continue further his municipal has four years' secretarial experience season found him with one of the
“Despite what some may have
tions KRLD of Dallas, Texas:
The noble work of sincere men
eral
census,
would
give
a
population
ambitions is a direct loss to local in New York and Washington and best gardens in town. Last summer
thought, Linmoln must have had the
BEAST?
WKBI of Chicago and W’OCL of
Was rapidly undone.
of:
First,
265,989;
second,
264.434;
municipal needs and the entire tax eight years teaching experience.
e’emental qualities of greatness,”
Jamestown, N. Y. The last two ' third. 267.000.
he dug and housed 30 bushels of
....
But not ln the distant future
I paying public whose interests he has
??????
were new to my list which now
potatoes
among
his
many
duties.
He
Another
sub-committee
headed
hv
!
said. ®fr' Rounds “and he stands a
WIU die ln the hearts of men
: always given first consideration
In the Gregg shorthand test re comes occasionally to Rockland on
numbers 274 stations.
The wonderful dream of days that were
Senator Littlefield, recommended , P,^0’ of the democracy of the
cently
given
these
students
achieved
And others that might have been.
The Mavor’s Statement
business visits, and always receives (
that the councillor districts remain 1 Vn tel States °f America. What he
a speed of 80 words a minute: Vir
as at present and that the counties desired was that there should be
“After careful and anxious consid- ginia Burns, Lillian Hart, Phyllis the welcome that befits his age and
The all-Gershwin program by
the
exemplary
career
which
has
been
in
tlie various districts ripeide upon created a nation unified, purified
i eration I have decided to withdraw Snowman, Mildred Sprague and
the
Maxwell
House-General
his.
the
division of terms a"'" succession. and strong, in which the principles
from
the
impending
city
election
and
Foods Ensemble, will be present
Helen Yeager.
PUPILS AND TEACHERS
He
is
a
very
staunch
supporter
of
Two
sub-committees to consider of democracy would receive free ex
1 will therefore not be a candidate at
• * * •
ed March 5. at 9.30 p. m. The
the
Republican
party,
taking
an
reappointment
of state senators and pression. Lincoln, through thick and
program will present both his
the primary on the 10th inst.
Yesterday morning a joint as active part in town affairs, and
representatives
among the several thin, unfalteringly stood on those
serious
music
and
the
sparkling
“In doing so I wish to thank my sembly of junior and senior high
reading
avidly
anything
that
per

counties
were
named.
They were: principles.”
'
many
friends
for
expressions
of
condance rhythms of his ever popu
OF ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
schools was held in the auditorium. tains to national politics. He has
The speaker said that while Lin
Senate,
Representative
Briggs,
Cari
lar
Broadway
successes.
The
; fidence and continued offer of whole Carol Gardner conducted the open
bou, chairman; Senators Leland, coln had a great abhorrence for the
hearted support. My record is four ing exercises and introduced the been a member of the Masonic lodge
“Rhapsody” which was first pre
Piscataquis; Foster, Hancock; Jack- institution of slavery he disagreed
j vears of service missing just a single speaker Miss Davis of the Maine at Deer Isle for many years.
sented by Paul Whiteman in
That his declining years may be
wish to thank the merchants of Rockland and
son, Cumberland; and Representa with such abolitionists as William
regular meeting, always with an eye Public Health Department. Miss
Carnegie Hall, will be played by
tives Friend, Skowhegan; Blanchard, Lloyd Garrison and Wendell Phillips.
[Single to the welfare and prosperity Davis has a delightful speaking filled with comfort and happiness is
the Maxwell House Orchestra
He was afraid that if the abilitionthe parents and friends of the school who con
Wilton and Mackinnon, Mexico.
under the direction of Don
1 of Hollywood along lines of the old- voice and could be heard clearly in the sincere wish of his friends every
where.
House: Representatives Allen, San- ists had their way this country would
fashioned virtues of honesty, integriVoorhees. His lighter songs, the
tributed in any way to the splendid success of
ford: Day: Gorham: Wright, Bath; be split wide open and destroyed.
delicately-turned
tunes
that
| ty, cleanliness, economy and effi- all parts of the crowded auditorium.
wanted slavery confined to the
I ciency without which no city can She began by saying that she was to
have been sung the world over by {Farris, Augusta; Hathaway, Milo; He
THE
FINAL
CHANGES
talk about a vegetable but not the
the Kippy Karnival.
millions of theatre-goers and {McLoon, Rockland; Peacock, Lubec. Southern States.
i really prosper.
“Lincoln has steadily grown in the
The present second district, of
radio listeners, will be presented
“With reference to my withdrawal beneficient type of vegetable which
which Knox is a part, is composed minds of the American people,”
by the Maxwell soloists—Helen
from the coming campaign I believe people were constantly hearing so Central Maine’s New SubRowland, contralto, Frank Park | also of Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Franklin said Mr. Rounds, “because he is the
you will say with many who have al- much about. This is a vegetable
Station On Union Street Is er,
| and Oxford. Under the above ar incarnation of the expression of
ready expressed themselves "We which enters the body without our
tenor, and the Quartet.
consent and makes trouble there.
rangement Oxford and Sagadahoc democratic ideals, and our spirit as
❖ really can not blame you.’
Now
Complete
She then explained that the vege
would be assigned to the First Dis a unified nation.”
♦j
- H. H. Pringle, Mayor
THE BAPTIST MEETINGS
Mr. Rounds explained how this
table she referred to was the tu
trict and in their place the Second
Last
Sunday
the
final
changes
bercle bacillus which is a microscopic
NORTH HAVEN VOTERS
This afternoon at 2.30 Mrs. Neigh District would gain Kennebec, Som was exemplified in his address at
the Battlefield of Gettysburg and he
form of vegetable life which feeds were made which puts the new sub bour will conduct a meeting for erset and Waldo.
read with much expression this fa
♦ • • *
The annual town meeting will be upon the tissues. As soon as these station at the plant building on women at the First Baptist Church.
Knox County sportsmen will be mous speech which has been termed
*; held next Monday, and the voters bacilli lodge anywhere in the tissues Union street into service. This sub
£' will find plenty to occupy their at- the body begins to produce an anti station now supplies ail the lighting She had 143 in her children’s meet interested in several forthcoming “the most beautiful prose poem
? j tention as there are 72 articles in the tuberculosis serum in the attempt and power circuits in Rockland with ing on Wednesday. There will be hearings before the Inland Fisheries which ever came from the pen of
to destroy them. Since each bacillus
another meeting for children on Sat and Game committee. The first of man."
♦ i warrant.
Mr. Rounds also quoted from the
or separate plant has a covering of a maximum capacity of 1500 K.V.A. urday morning at 9 o’clock. Tonight these takes place next Wednesday at
wax, this serum is not very effective. There are two 7200 watt incoming
2 p. m., when these bills will be con speech of the editor of the Toledo
is
“
visitors'
night.
”
Dr.
Neighbour
There Ls a second method of com circuits from the Glencove Sub-sta
sidered: Act to abolish the Knox Blade, who said that what we need
will give one of his books to the per County game preserve; act to provide is “a new aristocracy, not of wealth
the disease. The tissues be
OAMING The Night bating
tion.
There
are
three
outgoing
2400
gin at once to surround the bacilli
son bringing the largest number of for an open season on moose in Knox or preferment, but an aristocracy of
For His Breathwith a layer of lime salts so as to volt circuits, one feeding north of visitors. Another book will be given County, act to create a game sanc responsibility.”
Mr. Rounds sees as thp underlying
wall them in and prevent further Willow* street, one south of granite to the person coming the longest tuary in the town of Hope, to be
Taking Adventures
mischief. Now only those peoplfe street and one feeding the business i distance to attend this meeting. On known as "the Gribbel Game Pre motive of Edgar Lee Masters' attack
??????
can have tuberculosis who have been section from Lindsey to Park street Friday night, “family night," is to serve." Wednesday, March 11, at 2 on Lincoln a doubt as to the con
infected with the tubercle bacillus between Union street and the water- be observed. There is to be a recog p. m. there will be a hearing on an tinued success of democratic govern
and as soon as that bacillus has be- ! front.
nition of the largest family present. act to establish duck sanctuaries in ment, and when that idea dies Abra
ham Lincoln becomes automatically
gun to feed upon the tissues of the J All circuits are protected with the
Knox county.
a great figure.
« . » ♦
Francis Orne has completed his
body the anti-tuberculosis serum be- j latest type of lighting arresters and
“I believe in the ideals of Lincoln,
gins to form.
oil circuit breakers with time limit two years' course in business admin
The committee on Ways and
• • * *
overload relays. There is a double istration at Bryant & Stratton’s, Bridges will give a public heating in I love our democracy, and I believe
There is a test by means of which bus with double throw disconnecting ! Boston and arrived home yesterday. its rooms next Wednesday at 2 p. m. wF should dedicate ourselves afresh
to the achievements of unfinished
the presence of this serum can be switches on each circuit so that the For the present he will be located at on these measures:
detected and that test is the first oil circuit breakers can be switched the office of A. L. Orne.
An act to transfer to maintenance history.”
Yesterday's guests were Altaond
of Highways and Funds now appro
step toward finding out whether or out of circuit for inspection without
priated by Special Bond Resolves; Hall of St. George. Patrolman E. C.
not a person has tuberculosis. It is an interruption of service.
This is the last step in the plant I
an act providing for the surface Ingraham and Roy Mank of the
STATE OF MAINE
not a conclusive test because the
treatment of State and State Aid Waldoboro Club. R. F. Saville re
serum still remains in the body after betterment work which has removed
Roads: an act to establish a genera! ported for the Lions committee on
the disease has been checked but it a number of poles on Main street and
Legislative Notices
highway fund; an act relating to the education.
does serve to indicate whether or not placed new lines and equipment all j
construction and maintenance of
infection has ever taken place. If through the business area. Everv
The best modern residences are rapidly chang
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
State, State Aid and Third-class
this test does show the presence of effort has been made to improve the
TWO CARS COLLIDE
The
Committee
on
Sea
and
Shore
distribution
system
so
as
to
maintain
ing to the clean, efficient oil heat—but there has
the serum the next step is to look for
Fisheries will give a public hearing ln highways: an act relating to the ap
the
best
of
service.
of construction of
the hard lumps which have been
its rooms at the State House, in Au portionment
gusta. on
bridges, under the Bridge Act; an Knox County Women In
arisen the menace of damage from smoke.
formed by the lime deposits around
TUESDAY,
MARCH
3,
1.30
P.
M.
the bacilli. There are the tubercles
jured In a Rutty Road Mis
H. P. 129. L. D. 53. Act Removing act relating to the construction and
which give the the disease its name examination for the limy tubercles. Protection from Lobsters and Crabs ln maintenance of Bridges on State
Consequently in answer to a consistent demand
This
work
is
made
possible
by
the
Georges River.—H. P. 668. Act Relating Highways; an act relating to the
and these tubercles can be discovered
hap At 'Hampden
sale of the Christmas health seals to Fly Fishing for Salmon and Shad in construction of State Aid Highways;
by means of the X-ray.
we are offering at a very low cost a supplemental
Kennebec River.—S. P. 224. Act Rela
in Rockland.
• ♦ ♦ •
tive to Digging Clams ln the Town of an act to repeal Section 32 of Chap
Monday afternoon near Hampden
Kennebunk.—H. P. 667. Act Relating ter 28 of the Revised Statutes of
Miss Davis explained that during
Qf
insurance on
td Close Time on Clams.—S. P. 225. Act 1930 relating to special provisions for Highlands a car driven by Mrs.
the last week in ApnI the work of M(,
emphasized the fact that to Prohibit the Taking of Clams in the
x
peculiarly located, an act rel- Charlotte Dillingham of Rockport
testing Pupils for uberculosi, serum thig tegt
P
r vaccination or Shores or Fiats within the Town of
SMOKE DAMAGE
w°uld be.t done m1 the Rockland innoculation but merely a skln tpst Scarboro.—h. p. 132. Act to Prohibit ative to the Powers and Duties of the was struck by an automobile driven
the Catching of Smelts ln the Cathance i State Highway
by Henry O. Bennett of Washington,
♦ ♦ ♦ *
on t£p 1~.»1 doctors involving no danger of any kind and River, except by hook and line.—S. P. |
operation
of
all
the
local
doctors.
D. C. It was a head-on collision, due,
120. Act Relating to the Use of Beam
From Oil Heating Plants
would
be
given
only
to
pupils
whose
Trawlers, within certain areas.-H P. | The committee on Sea and Shore Mr. Bennett stated, to the rutted
Only those pupils will be tested parents requested it.
226. Act to Protect Cod in Waters off Fisheries will have hearings at 1 30
whose parents request it. Any child
♦ • * *
and icy surface of the road which
25-261 next Tuesday on several measures.
whose preliminary test indicates in
Ask Us For Information
Mr. Blaisdell called attention Counties.WAYS AND bridges
among them: Act relating to close made it impossible for him to turn
fection will also be given the X-ray the fact that the girls’ basketball
The Committee on Ways and Bridges
c'ams- ac^ to protect cod in his car to the right in passing, his
team is still undefeated, with only will
give a public hearing ln its rooms the waters off the coast of Lincoln auto having been on the left side of
two more games to play, and read at the State House, ln Augusta, on
and Sagadahoc counties.
the road previously.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 2 P. M.
the financial report of the nine
«...
FRIDAY
Miss Josephine Wentworth, who
P. 1003 L. D. 611. An Act to transfer
weeks season at the skating rink. toH.maintenance
A report on the Knox Water Dis
of Highways and Funds
with Mrs. Dillingham, was pain
IS A LUCKY DAY
The figures follow: Labor, $440.22; now appropriated by Special Bond Re trict bill was made just before this was
injured and was taken to the
WE PLACE ON SALE
fuel, $47.03; lights, $19.25; tickets solves. H. P. 889 L. D. 344. An Act provid paper went to press. By unanimous fully
Eastern Maine General Hospital in
ing
for
the
surface
treatment
of
State
Tel.
293
Rockland
and
printing,
$3;
permanent
equip

14 School Street
Friday Morning, Feb. 27
and State Aid Roads. S. P. 488 L. D. 649. vote the committee recommended Bangor for treatment for cuts and
ment, $157.62; total, $676.12; receipts An Act to establish a general highway “ought not to pass”
For One Day Only
lacerations, having been thrown
Fund. S. P. 445 L. D. 599. An Act relating
$702.01;
balance,
$25.89;
There
is
1000 Yards of
through the windshield by the force
to the construction and maintenance of
still
the
bill
for
water
to
be
met.
The
FAST COLORED PERCALES
PAYSON-ROSEBROOK
State State Aid and Third-class high
of the impact.
itemized report of the Kippy Karni ways. S. P. 133 L. D. 111. An Act relat
AT 10 CENTS A YARD
------, Both automobiles were considering
to
the
apportionment
of
construc

val was also of interest. It reads:
The wedding of Miss Alma D. ! ably damaged and" were disabled.
flllllllllllllinilUlIllIllllllllllIllIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIH
of bridges, under the Bridge Act. S.
Play, $175.88; seniors, $32.58; juniors, tion
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
P. 489. L. D. 650. An Act relating to the
C. P. Brown of Camden and
S44.03; sophomores, $47; freshman. construction and maintenance of Rosebrook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1 Mrs.
Mrs. Alton French of Lincolnville,
A.
M.
Rosebrook
to
W.
Mayo
Payson
Bridges
on
State
Highways.
H
P.
917
L.
$120; dance, $48.21; total, $467.70;
370. An Act relating to the construc a Portland attorney, took place who were in Mrs. Dillingham's car,
general
expenses,
$7;
balanee, D.
tion of State Aid Highways. S. P 487 L
escaped without serious injuries.
$460.70.
D. 648. An Act to repeal Section thirty- Saturday afternoon in Portland at
Lieut. Wardwell and Officer Young
• * * •
two of Chapter 28 of the Revised Stat the home of Rev. William Dawes of the state police investigated the
utes
of
1930
relating
to
special
provis

In regard to the skating rink it is ions for towns peculiarly located. S. P. Veazie who officiated, using the single case.
HAMBURG STEAK
worthy of note that $200 was con 486 L. D. 647. An Act relative to the ring service.
(ground
to
order)
tributed by the Alumni and $200 Powers and Duties of the State Highway
The bride wore a gown of black
1
25-27
PORK CHOPS PORK ROASTS from the High School fund.
and rose chiffon with black hat. She YOUR FAVORITE POEM
INLAND
FISHERIES
AND
GAME
was attended by her sister, Miss
FRANKFURTS
The Committee on Inland Fisheries Clara Rosebrook, who was gowned in
If I had to live my life again I would
g
Now is the time to have your quilts and
MINCED HAM PRESSED HAM
Game will give a public hearing ln
have made a rule to read some poetry
and blankets washed. Call The Peo Its rooms at the State House, ln Au orange chiffon and wore a black hat. and listen to some music at least onco
BUTTER AND LARD
ple’s Laundry, Limerock street, Tel. gusta on
Harry C. Libby attended Mr. Payson. a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
S Send us your name and address and you will be £
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 2 P M.
170—adv.
25-31
Wholesale and Retail
H. P. 737 L. D. 258. An Act to Abolish The others attending the ceremony
the Knox County Game Preserve — H. P were Robert E. Payson and Albert
= given Absolutely Free, an Inspection and Checkup EE
WHAT THE CHIMNEY SANG
. 723. Lt D. 254. Act to Provide for an Ward, Jr.
Our prices are the Lowest in Rock
Over the chimney the night-wind sang
Open Season on Moose in Knox County.
0 VAMPIRES
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Payson
are
not
tak

S of your equipment, regardless of the type you are j=
land. Free Delivery to All Parts of
And
chanted
a melody no one knew.
S. P. 307. Act to Create a Game Sanctu
Woman stopped, as her babe
the City
ary in the Town of Hope. Knox County, ing a wedding trip on account of the And the
she
tossed.
S using, whether household, commercial, or ice cream g:
to be known as the Gribbel Game Pre illness of Mr. Payson's mother and And thought of the one she had long
REALLY EXIST
serve.
25-27
are at home at 316 Woodford street.
since lost.
SNOW & ROGERS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH II, 2 P. M.
5 cabinet. Also, regardless of when, or from whom, £
??????
Mrs. Payson was graduated from And said, as her tear-drops back she
S.
P.
375.
L.
D.
479.
Act
to
Establish
572 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1261
forced.
Deering High School and the East “I hate
Duck Sanctuaries in Knox Countv.
£ you purchased your Frigidaire. Names must be in £
the wind in the chimney.”
25-30
man-Gaines School in Poughkeepsie,
= by March 1 5. We want every user in these two ||
N. Y. Last summer she was hostess Over the chimney the night-wind sang
And chanted a melody no one knew:
at the Houlton Country Club and And
the Children said, as they closer
U. S. KICKAPOO DANCE
U. S. KICKAPOO
£ counties to get this Free Inspection.
£
for several seasons was secretary to
drew.
Alex
Chisholm,
professional
at
the
“
'Tis
some witch that is cleaving the
FIRST ANNUAL
black night through,—
Portland Country Club.
=
Send or telephone your name at once
'Tis
a
fairy
that Just then blew.
Mr. Payson is a native of Hope. And we feartrumpet
ROCKLAND HIGH
COAST GUARD BALL
the wind in the chimney.”
! He attended Hebron Academy, Colby
VS.
Auspices Personnel U. S. C. G. “Kickapoo"
i College and the University of Maine Over the chimney the night-wind sang
chanted a melody no one knew.
)
Law School, and in 1918 was admit And
And the Man. as he sat on his hearth
CASTINE NORMAL SCHOOL
Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra
ted to the practice of law in Portland.
below
TEMPLE HALL
For seven years he was associated Said to himself. ‘‘It will surely snow.
BOYS’ GAME
And fuel is dear and wages low.
with Thomas A. Sanders in the law And I’ll stop the leak ln the chimney.”
Rockland £
SATURDAY, FEB. 28
£ 503 Main Street
CELTICS vs. SOPHOMORES
firm of Sanders and Payson, later
All Kinds of Eats and Drinks (soft)
being connected with the firm of Over the chimney the night-wind sang.
Dancing 8 to 12
chanted a melody no one knew:
=
Telephones
£
AT HIGH SCHOOL GYM—7.30
Skillin and Oakes. He has been And
But the Poet listened and smiled, for he
Tickets 50 Cents from any member of the
prominently
identified
in
politics
Was
Man. and Woman, and Child, all
II Rockland 967; Camden 2007; Damariscotta 105-4 =
Kickapoo Personnel
18, 21, 23-25
three. ,
and served in the Portland Common
ADMISSION 25 CENTS AND 35 CENTS
And
said.
is Ood own harmony.
Council several terms under the old This wind "It
we hear ln the chimney,"
U. S. KICKAPOO DANCE
U. S. KICKAPOO
icity charter.
—Bret Harte.

A

SAFELY!

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

j Frigidaire Users |
fi

Anywhere in

|

Knox and Lincoln Counties

MEATS

D

GIRLS’ BASKETBALL

I LIME CITY SALES, Inc. I

THURSDAY NIGHT

' emphasis is laid on prevention. The
| childhood type of tuberculosis (re
sulting from the first infection' af
________ TURK F-TIMES-A-WEEK_________
Concerted Drive Against It fects chiefly glands—in the chest—
Rockland, Me.. Feb. 6. 1931.
of the lymphatic system, and is.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
To Be Made Among Rock with care, readily cured. Cure be
Mrs. P. E. Truesdale and son Phileman in the office of The Courier-Gazette.
tinli Divnr Afnc<comes difficult, and a mattei/requirand that of the issue of this paper of i
*^r,»
Fall Ri\er, Mass., aie
land School Children
ing years if the disease advances to
Fel;. 24. 1931. there was printed a total I guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover,
of 6.263 copies. Walter h. butler.
Limerock street, for a few days.
destruction of lung tissue. For this
A school program for the preven reason it is especially worth while
Notary Public. !
______
tion of tuberculosis has been to use the tuberculin test, the chest
Thou hast mode known to me the I Kir. and Mrs. Thomas C. Stone re'
ways of life; thou shalt make me full cently entertained at supper and I launched in a series of talks to teach x-ray and the chest examination to
of joy with thy countenance —Acts! brid?c- Washington's Birthday deco- ! ers and pupils, given by the clinic discover those in need of care before
2;28.
rations were used, with graceful fa- 1------nurse of the Maine Public Health i they become sick.
Miss Davis talked in the Rock
—....—--------------------------------- ! vors for each guest. Honors were Association, Bella Davis. R. N. The
land teachers' meeting Monday. Mr.
■ won by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Leach
Hartshorn arranged an assembly of
Rockland had a very interesting and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hager- local Red Cross Nurses will assist.
The success of the Christmas Seal Grades Seven and Eight with the
visitor yesterday in the person of man other guests were Mr. and
A. I. Fischel, who served as foreman Mrs Lloyd Danieis.
sale in Rockland prompted an in kHigh School in Rockport. The chil
of three rural schools next
of the jury which heard the famous
_____
quiry from the Christmas Seal sale dren
heard the talk. A very interesting
Oliver B. Garrett case in Boston.
.. „ .. „
. .
committee
as
to
service
available
To an interested group of listeners at The home of Mrs. David Talbot is
group was composed of the sixth
Ayefs clothing store he gave inb8 opened Tuesday evening, for Rockland. After consulting the grade children of Rockland. The
teresting side lights some of which March 10, for a bridge party under physicians of Rockland to be assured four classes with their teachers gath
of their approval, the Maine Public ered to stand in the wide corridor of
have not appeared in the newspa- > the auspices of Chapin Class,
Health Association has offered, their building, a very irregular
pers, and which arc not repeated i
-------here for obvious reasons. His house
m. B. Perry and O. S. Duncan were through Supt. E. L. Toner, its school circle about the speaker, a new situa
is still under police surveillance, and at thejr cottages. Holiday Beach over tuberculosis prevention program in tion to her and an arrangement that
Rockland and Rockport.
has been "used but a few times with
his child is escorted to and from the weekend and holiday,
By using the tuberculin test, a the group.
school by a police officer He has re- j
_____
simple skin test, the children who
Wednesday morning the Senior
ceived two threatening letters.
____________ James McDonald, Rev. and Mrs. • have been infected with tuberculosis
High School joined the Junior High
....
,
_
.. ... , H- F Huse, Mr. and Mrs. Ned Dyer are fOund “Old tuberculin" is used. School in its usual assemhly period to
.C°mJS fro™ Donald .Ynrd and w H HoPkins °f North Haven It can not
prevent or cure hear the clinic nurse tell of the tu
and Edwin Kenwick that they have were in the city Monday.
.tuberculosis, but the skin reaction to berculosis prevention program. No
enjoyed being in the sunny South
-------j it indicates that the germs have been child will be given the tubertulin test
this winter but are looking forward
Miss Alva Stone of North Haven is | taken into the body. A chest x-ray excepting with the signed request of
to the time when they will see "good
is taken of each child who reacts to the parents. Request and informa
old Rockland" again. "In all of that the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Strout, the test. Dr. F. B. Ames, roentgen tion slips will be sent home with all
trip down we saw no State that Cottage street.
ologist, of Bangor, studies the x-rays. the children.
Funds from the
equalled Maine and few airports
show7 that the individual has Christmas Seal sale pay the expenses
Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross were Many
that looked as good as ours," writes
successfully resisted the development of this work.
i
Mr. Kenwick from Lakeworth, Fla. recent visitors in Boston.
of disease. For a few Dr. Ames recOn interesting letter from these
. ommends examination by a chest
Nilo's Repair Shop. Spring street,
young men will appear in Saturday's
Friends of the family ot Rev. B. P. specialist, which is provided in school
i Browne of Winchester, Mass., are I A small number are found to need will be open Saturday nights here
issue.
'
8-tf
much concerned over the critical ill- extra care to prevent their becoming after.—adv.
A stone dislodged from the cliff ,ness of the daughter Marcia. Mr. , sick. The chest examiner will come
of the Brown quarry’ at the head of Browne, after being confined to bed at the invitation of the Knox CounRAINIER LIME RICKEY
Limerock street Tuesday afternoon ) 14 days b>' influenza, was able to sit ty Medical Society.
A new sparkling Fresh Frnit Bev
In modern tuberculosis work much
and landed upon the head of John . UP bve minutes last Sunday.
erage—a perfect mixer
Koski, who had just shifted his posi-------Listen in every Friday evening at
tion while drilling. He lost his Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Levensaler, I
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
ISTEN NOT TO HIS
balance and a 20 foot fall onto solid Emery Trafton. Wesley Wasgatt, !
Distributed by
rock resulted. The quarryman was Miss Mary Bird and Miss Helen
Rockland Produce Co.
VOICE
taken to Knox Hospital, where he Moulaison are attending “Journey's j
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
was found to have suffered no broken , End" the Maine Masque Play being :
??????
Miniature Golf Course
bones, but some bruises and a bad presented at the University of Maine j
146-29
shaking up.
j tonight and Friday night. Mr. and |
-----------------Mrs. Levensaler have a particular inMembers of the Baptist Men's terest in the event, in that their son,
League will be delighted to learn Atwood, has the lead.
that they are to hear Judge Pinan-------sky of Portland, after all. E. L., The engagement of Miss Helen
Toner, chairman of the entertain- Leach to Oliver P. Ingraham, elsement committee has received his ac- where announced in this department
cptance of an invitation to address was made known to Miss Leach s
the March meeting, and as there will j closest girl friends last evening at a
probably be numerous guests it is delightful party given by Miss Isabel
quite likely that a new record for E. Edwards and Mrs. Donald C.
thp season
season wui
will be set.
set
Leach at- Mrs. Leach's home. Clever
the
little

The Courier-Gazette

"We are having a rood winter as
far as weather goes." writes Timothy
E. McNamara, who is spending the
winter with his brother James II
McNamara in Eagle Rock, Va. He
adds that business is not very good
but is picking up. Mr. McNamara
sends us an interesting clipping
which will appear next issue.

E very-O ther-Day
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Page Two
THE WHITE PLAGUE

WITH THE BOWLERS
The Cement League

The Electricians took the repair
Gang into camp at the Star alleys
Monday night with a margin of 90
pins. To Lindsey went the highest
string (108) and to Luce the high
total. Calderwood was high for the
losers. The summary:
Repair Gang—Huber, 364: Seekins,
344: Kelley. 407; Sheffield, 390; Cal
derwood, 429; total, 1934.
Electricians—Luce. 446; Andrews,
361; Mitchell. 421; Bunker, 389; Lind
sey. 407; total. 2024.
The Cement Quarry was in its
element Monday night when it de
feated the Machine Shop 89 pins.
Davis established a new record for
this league with a total of 511, but
Fetterole had high string (113). The
! summary:
Machine—Teel, 444: AV. Shields.
442: Miller. 454; Marshall, 424; Rog' ers, 424; total, 2188.
Cement Quarry—Davis,
511;
Hunt. 439; Creighton. 425; Roes. 424:
Fetterole, 478f total. 2277.
« • • •

Carr's Alley Leagues
Horses were faster than Dogs
Monday night, and the latter were
defeated by 38 laps. Tire match pro
duced 12 century strings, tire highest
being Jacob's 115. He also had high
total. The summary:
Dark Horses—Ireland. 296; Newbert, 286; Williams, 275: Jacobs, 326;
1 Smalley. 289: total. 1472.
Under Dogs—Graham 288: BickI ford. 300: McKinney, 244; Goodwin.
302; Norton, 300; total, 1434.
Burpee Furniture Co. got away to
r poor start in Tuesday night's game
! with The Pirates, but took the next
two strings with comparative ease,
i Cargill's record was an all-century
performance, his 114 being high for
the evening, while his total was 26
pins higher than that of his next
nearest opponent. The summary:
Burpee Furniture Co.—Campbell.
255; Hanrahan, 252: Thornton. 275:
‘Beaton, 289; Cargill, 315: total, 1385.
The
Pirates -r- Woodcock.
255;

Clarke, 283: Marshall, 260; Stockford. 261; Shute, 277; total, 1336.
The Dragons knocked down 532
pins in the last string of their vnatch
with the Kickapoo Tuesday night,
and even then the result hinged on
the performances of the two anchor
men. the Dragons winning the game
by 10 pins. Atwood had high string
(118' but high total went to Drinkwater, who beat out Hinckley by a
single point. The summary:
Dragons—Lynch, 245; Hinckley,
307: Atwood, 297; Cates, 303;
Hastings. 297: total. 1449.
Kickapoo—Dickenson. 290; Barnes,
280; Brav. 277; Folan, 284; Drinkwa
ter, 303; total. 1439.

• 0 • «

Last night's results at Carr's,
Motor Co., 1331. Boiler Makers
Central Maine 1463. Kickapoo
Central Maine 1444, Five Aces

Ford
1314;
1355:
1394.

SO you

GOT A RAISE*
OK JIM- I’M.SO GLAD

NOW We. CAN GO

TO

GREGORYS
and^pick f
you out
A NEW

Suit

PARK THEATRE
"The Great Meadow,” Charles
Brabin's Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pic
ture, Friday and Saturday feature
at the Park, is a vivid, human storv
of those pioneers of 1775 who dared
Daniel Boone's dangerous Wilderness
Road between Virginia and Ken
tucky. Diony and Berk, the brave
young bride and bridegroom, are
beautifully done by Eleanor Boardman and John Mack Brown. Evan
Muir, who marries Diony after Berk
is dead, is well etched by Gavin Gor
don. This strong Enoch Arden twist
and the Indian fights of the piece
make it unusually absorbing.
The tale deals vtfith the adventures
of an intrepid group who travel in
1775 from Virginia to Kentucky along
the Indian-infested Wilderness Road,
—adv.
•

The Best
Hat for

WHVf 8E tSUCCESSFUL
UNLESS *YOU 4DRESS
THEtPART.*JIMMy-

■ $5.00

rrTPRouPlo^you! f~

That a five spot ever raised.
It's the famous Mallory, the

hat that is made to resist wear

and weather. All smart shapes
and shades, snap or roll, J5.00.

Gregory’s

IT WILL

|

416 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

CHILL YOU

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADt '

ea«a8ed c0UPle were Passed.the
*2 guests. Miss Leach s bearing the
diamond. Honors in bridge were
won
B. G. Hagerman. Miss
won by- Mrs.
J
Emma Dorgan and Miss Mary Wasgatt. Luncheon was served follow
ing bridge.

CAMDEN

Kennebec Journal: A Rockland* Miss Elizabeth Upton has resumed
man reports that sugar was sugar her position as teacher at Gorham
back in the World War days and di- Normal School after a short visit
rectly after. He says that he paid with Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Leighton,
36 cents a pound for a 100 pound lot.; Grove street.
What we'd like to know is where he
Mrs. Lillian Lincoln who recently
ever found 100 pounds of sugar at underwent a major operation at the
one time at any price in those days. , Camden Community Hospital has re-----------------turned to her home on Union street.
Reports that a prominent NorthMrs. A. H. Parsons is critically ill
end man had been subjecting his dog with double pneumonia.
to ill treatment, through exposure.
Mrs. Mary Richardson entertained
resulted recently in a visit from the the ladies of the Methodist Society
humane officer. An investigation of Wednesday at her home on Knowlton
’he complaint brought from him the street.
Mrs. Oliver Weaver entertained
statement that he wished all other
the Lend-a-Hand Club this week at
logs were used as well.
____________
•
her home on Washington street.
Mrs. iwyiwuu
Raymond imjoc
Rose a.,u
and young w
son
Considerable discomfort to pedesmrs.
irians is being caused at the corner have returned home from the Cam
jf Spring and Main streets where a den Community Hospital,
irench was recently dug. Limerock
“Ted" Drinkwater pulled a handthips are frequently applied but this , some four and one-half pound
:reatment seems only to make mat- salmon out of Lake Megunticook
ers worse.
Tuesday, also a large trout.
| There will be a social dance at
The reappointment of Harry M. I.OO.F. hall Friday evening. Music
obinson as postmaster in Warren is by Dean's orchestra.
Sons m
of Veterans auxiliary will
»ry gratifying to his friends : The
me ouns
..—
jroughout the county, for he is an ! meet in the Grange hall Saturday
ecellent official. Mr. Robinson is a evening.
— of
-<■ Charles
—1__ tL. Robinson „»
irother
at ! Tjiere will be an all-day session of
I the Ladies of the G.A.R. on Friday.
lurpee & Lamb's.
A covereu
covered tuan
dish imivuvun
luncheon will be
--------------------a
~
Robert Foster of the John Bird served at noon. Sewing will be car
lo.'s staff has been sore ever since 1 tied on during the day.
Washington's Birthday but from a j Miss Ruth Thomas of Saco is
)hysical standpoint Instead of men- spending a week with her parents
,al. He stopped a charge of shot ' Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Thomas,
while on a gunning expedition at ‘ Mrs. Charlotte Dillingham of RockJlnn’s Point.
port and Mrs. C. P. Brown, Mrs.
-----------------1 Alton French and Miss Josephine
Down in Lubec they evidently cling ' Wentworth of Camden, were in an
mto a job they like. For instance automobile accident at Hampden
.here's William Story, who at 83. is Highlands Monday and the car was
"laines oldest active fireman. He has badly damaged. Miss Wentworth
ust reached the point of asking to was thrown through the windshield
le transferred to the honorary list. and is in the Eastern Maine General
Hospital ----------------------at Bangor with deep
- ----------------- ilUOpJVUl M.W —
— . cuts
The Chamber of Commerce will on both knees and about the face, it
iot hold its open meeting the pres- ' was a head-on collision, due to the
it week but plans to have such a rutted and icy condition of the roads.
Tire car coming from Bangor was
ession in the near future
driven bv Henry O. Bennett of
Washington, D. C, and was also
WANT ROADS BROKEN
damaged.
[are Ground and Deep Drifts Art
Disrouraging To the Rural Letter
STRAND THEATRE
Carriers
The many crime commissions at, ,.
tempting to curb the present epiThe Sagadahoc, Knox and Lincoln demic of lawlessness in the United
tural Letter Carriers' Association at gtates arc attacking the problem
ts annual convention in Wiscasset from two distinct angles. They arc
.■as unanimous in the opinion that j first attempting to d0 a*ay '7 .
,
,, ,
r
vicious social conditions which estaohere should be uniform breaking |
breeding places {or criminals.
iut of reads in the winter season. At And they are trying to give convicts
iresent. they argue, it is discourag- a motive for good behavior while in
ng to trv to travel 25 or 30 miles prison and the hope of some future
„th tall the
tar. ground und , MWgither half with snow from one to j
#nd aaturday presents a vivid
hree Ret deep. While expressing , pjcture of the breaking and mending
heir appreciation of what the High- G{ a youthful convict's soul. Love
vay Department and the selectmen , tegnsforms a desperate, nerve-shatif the different towns have done, at tered boy who stares in dumb misery
he same time they believe the offi- | at his surroundings with a mind
ials do not realize the situation the that is almost blank. He dares to
larriers have to lace and they hope , hope—lie sees a glimmer of possible
,hat some way may be found to leave happy days to come—and from that
i strip of snow deep enough on the , moment he is a changed man.
,runk lines to carry a sleigh, after l “ Tire Criminal Code" is from the
i few days of warm weather, or have t play of the same name which was a
,he entire mail route broken out so , famous Broadway hit and prize winhat the carrier may travel on i ner. it is said to be an absorbing
vheels.
! romance with a distinctly original
These officers were reelected by the | slant..—adv.
issociation
President,
Ambrose
-----------------Reilly of Cooper's Mills; vice presiA. JAY SEE’S PROBLEM
lent' A. M. Brann of North White-------field; secretary and treasurer. MelUnion, Feb. 24.
zfile D. Mason of North Edgecomb. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
delegates to attend the State conin reply to A. Jay See's problem I
ntion are President Reilly, as nave worked it out as follows: One
;legato-at-large, Melville D. Mason, gold dollar, five 25 cent pieces, one
larence Eugley of Waldoboro, nickel, 27 silver three-cent pieces and
Lizzie Hawes
harles Plumstead of Wiscasset and 72 pennies.
• » e «
Ernest Boggs of Waldoboro.
Harry R. Yates of Camden offers
Half the carriers in the three counes are enrolled as members of the this solution: Five 25 cent pieces, one
isociation and it is hoped to have nickel, 72 pennies, 27 3cent pieces
’ery one on the list before August. and one SI gold Diece.

Park

Xrenoe

and 57th Strait, New York City,

whara

42.300 cars paaa every 12 hourat With an average of two paaaengcra in each car, that a
84.600 people—more than the population of Atlantic City!

Impartial six-hour check showed 6 out of 10 uae Socx>nyF

EVERY

SAVE MONEY

with QUICKEST-STARTING SOCONY
busiest traffic intersection
in the world . . . Park Avenue
and 57th Street, New York City ...
1344 motorists told us what gasoline
they use, and why.
Six in every ten said’’Socony”!
Socony was named five times as
often as the next most popular gas
oline !. . . more often than all other
gasolines put together! And more
than half of the motorists who used
Socony were driving with Socony
Special plus Ethyl!
Why? Why do most motorists
prefer to drive with Socony Special?
AT the

Because they have proved for
themselves that Socony Special
not only is quickest-starting . . .
but is alive with power, gives
greater mileage, refuses to knock!
It is an all-round superior gasoline,
preferred at the busiest corner in
the world—and everywhere in New
York and New England! It saves
money!
Drive up to a Socony Station or
garage today . . . and fill up with
Socony Special plus Ethyl. Let this
6 out of 10 choice help make 1931
your most economical motoring year!

AND
IN ALL
SOCONYLAND
Socony Special

plus

Ethyl is a popular

winner! More of this live,

quickest-starting gasoline
has been sold all over New

York and New England

than any other fuel in the
premium field.'fry it 1 Let a
tankful proveto youWHY.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
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Every-Other-Day

BOWDOIN SCHOLARSHIPS

TALK OF THE TOWN

FRIENDSHIP

Burnham & Morrill’s clam factory
An Opportunity for Boys of
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
opened Feb. 25.
and
Adjoining
Counties
to
Feb. 28—First annual Coast Guard
F. D. Armstrong of Beach Bluffs i
Started on College Education. made
ball, Temple hall.
a short visit Monday with!
March 2—Warren town meeting.
<fi
friends in town.
March 2—North Haven town meeting. !
Conscious
of
its
obligations
to
the
March 2—Friendship town meeting.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Lo
State of Maine, Bowdoin College retta Young in "The Forward Pass” I
March 6 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeting. Copper Kettle orch.
students
be the feature picture at the |
March 5—Evening card party at Cop
the state, will
per Kettle by Candy Table committee
Playhouse Saturday.
these
awards
of Unlv?rsalist Church.
Curran of Bangor was in town
March 13—Colby Glee Club at H. S.
districts, onRay
business Tuesday.
Auditorium.
Counties
of
Lin

March 16—Union town meeting.
W. Scott Carter has just laid the
coln. Knox, Waldo, and Sagadahoc; keel for a 24-foot boat to be built for
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Hancock is in No. 8.
William Delano of Lawry.
Mens League.
The college will offer written ex
March 29—Palm Sunday.
Evangelistic services conducted by
aminations
in
each
of
the
districts
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begins.
I mentioned above and, under the con Rev. E. H. Timberlake at the Ad
April 5—Easter Sunday.
ventist Church started Tuesday eve
ditions mentioned in the next para ning.
,
Yesterday was so mild and spring
For the C. M. Blake Wall Paper Sale
graph, will award a scholarship of
Linwood Timberlake has returned
like that folks forgot their troubles
$500
to
that
secondary
school
stu

I
from a few days visit with relatives
and patted the Weather Man on the
dent in each district who shall have in Auburn. His mother. Mrs. E. H.
shoulder. This morning, wind north,
This sale will continue until the supply is
satisfied, so far as possible at the Timberlake, returned with him.
northeast, cloudy, and 36 above.
time of examination, the entrance
Capt. Roy Morton and Ray Sim
requirements
for Bowdoin College, mons wfnt to Boston in the Satellite
exhausted
Mrs. Eva (Long) Mank is confined
and who shall have attained the Monday. They will return in the
to the house by a sprained ankle.
highest average grade in the exami Chester Marshall.
nations required. One half of this
Frederick Felker visited relatives
Past matrons’ and past patrons’
award will be paid at the beginning in Thomaston Tuesday.
night will be observed by Golden
of each semester of the Freshman
Rod Chapter at its meeting tomorrow
year. No guarantee can be made for
evening, with supper at 6. There
later years. Any student who has
will be degree work.
satisfied these requirements in sub
and who wins one of these
g
I jects
The schools at the Tyler building
scholarships will be thereby excused
observed
Washington’s Birthday,
from the necessity of presenting a
with patriotic songs, and recitations,
secondary school certificate or of
which were enjoyed by pupils, teach
taking further entrance examinaThe Coast Guard Cutter Kickapoo
MRS. CHARLES T. AYLWARD
ers and visitors.
nations.
was destined for' ice breaking up
It should be noted, however, that
Grace M., wife of Charles T. Ayl- in four respects the College reserves
Snow & Rogers have opened their ' rlver thls morning
ward, died of pneumonia at her freedom of action: (1) it will exclude
meat products store at 572'.i Main
Claremont Commandery will com home, 81 Lincoln street, Winthrop, from consideration all applicants
street and are carrying on a deliv
Chocolate Covered
ery Igisiness to all parts of the city. plete plans for Easter observance at Mass., Feb. 21. The deceased was obviously without need of financial
its meeting Monday night.
Their telephone is 1261.
born in Union and came when four assistance; (2) it will not be obligat
Peanut Butter Chips
ed to make all or any of the awards
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows had years old to Rockland, where she in case the quality of the examina
Prank Webster, a former Rockland
boy, whose home is now in New York, third degree work Monday night, was educated in the publis schools. tions Is too poor; (3) it will reserve
29c lb.
is on a trip to Florida, where he ex visitors from St. George and a nice In 1917 she moved to East Boston, the right to distribute more than one
’
’
feed
’
’
pects- to witness the Maloney-CarMass., and later to Winthrop.
scholarship to one district if in one
nerra fight in Miami next week.
Services were held at her late, or more other districts no student
Old Fashioned
Civil Engineer L. Dow Jones is out home in Winthrop, Monday, and presents himself for the examina
and
about
again,
following
10
days
’
These teachers are requested to
were attended by a large number of tion or attains a sufficient grade to
Molasses Sticks
furnish pupils for the program of confinement to the house with friends and relatives. Rev. Ralph M. be awarded a scholarship; (4) it will
grippe.
the Junior Harmony Club meeting
Harper, pastor of the Episcopal insist that candidates be residents of
30c lb.
next Wednesday. Mrs. Emma Har
Church in Winthrop officiated. Maine and that they apply as from
Funeral services for Charles Pat After the services the body was taken the districts in which they are at
vey, Mrs. Nettie Averill. Miss Mabel
terson will be held this afternoon at by train to Rockland, accompanied tending school when making applica
Lamb and Miss Margaret G. Stahl.
2.30, instead of at 2, at his late home by her husband. Mrs. Clara Titus of tion.
Peanut Clusters
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets 31 Elm street.
New York, and Horace Wile of Win
The examinations will be held,
Dark Coated
this afternoon for work on patchunder the personal supervision cf
throp, Mass.
Mrs. Clarence E. Daniels received
work. Public supper at 6 will be
The many beautiful floral tributes members of the Bowdoin Faculty,
35c lb.
under the direction of Mrs. Ella Flye a message yesterday announcing were brought to Rockland, where in all districts on April 18, 1931. The
the
death
of
her
sister
Mrs.
Eveand Mrs. Bertha Everett. The usual
services were held Tuesday after place of examination for this district
business session will take place in lena A. Howe of Allston, Mass.
noon at the home of Frank Aylward, is the Rockland High School.
Peanut Dainties
j 7 North street, Rev. Ernest O. KenThe College instructors under
the evening.
Search the world over and y°u von officiating. The bearers were six whose supervision the examinations
Vanilla Cream Centers
Dr. Mary Reuter, osteopathic phy- | will never see a more beautiful sun- brothers-in-law, Samuel, William, will be conducted will be at the place
39c lb.
of examination after 1 p. m. on April
1
Rockland last December after three , favored with last night about 5.30.
Aylward, and a nephew, Raymond 17 to consult with all interested per
I Forbus.
Committal services were sons. Announcement of the results
years absence, has taken offices at
------400 Main street, over Woolworth’s | Rockland’s average snow depth, held at the grave in Achorn ceme will be made, if possible, by May 15.
ASSORTED
and expects to occupy them the first according to the Maine Weather Bu- tery.
The subjects of the examinations
Hard
Candies
of the coming week. Telephone 1233. reau report of Feb 24 is four inches.
Devotion to her family, and the are English, designed to test, not the
At Fryeburg the average is 30 inches, tender care which she bestowed upon knowledge of certain books but the
19c lb.
------; her mother Mrs. Ella Davis, featured capacity to understand and write the
The Knox County Sportsmen’s and
Informational
The Castine Normal girls play the her life. A kind and charitable dis- English language;
Landowners' Association will hold a
special meeting Friday evening at K. Rockland High girls at the gymna- ' position endeared her to the many Test intended to ascertain the extent
Salted Pecans
98c
of P. hall. The committee which at sium tonight at 7.30. The gallant friends she made in this State and and degree to which the candidate
tended the hearings at Augusta be Celtics will take on the shivering her adopted State of Massachusetts; has acquired information on matters
She was confirmed as a member of outside his school courses; French, Mixed Salted Nuts 98c
fore the Inland Fisheries and Game Sophomores.
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church in May German, Greek, Latin, or Spanish;
Commission will report. All mem
either Elementary Algebra, Plane
“Charlie" McIntosh, who has been 1895.
bers and citizens interested in the
Salted Cashews 69c
fish and game measures now before “on the road,” lo, these many years, Besides her husband and mother Geometry, Physics, or Chemistry, as
the Legislature are invited to at has quit the vocation of commercial she is survived by an aunt, Mrs. defined in the current Bowdoin Col
Blanched Peanuts 39c
lege catalogue.
tend.
traveler, and is now employed in a Jennie M. Lenfest of Vinalhaven.
Any student desiring to compete
Houlton dry goods store.
for these scholarships should com
An entertainment which promises
WASHINGTON
municate with the Chairman of the
SATURDAY
to be very pleasing is to be present
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Day have
Committee on State of Maine Schol-.
ed at the Congregatnonal vestry this sold the De Witt House in Lewiston
Schools in town have closed for six arships, Stanley B. Smith, Bowdoin'
evening at 7.30- under the direction of to F. E. Hodgkins of Dallas, Tex., weeks. with the exception of the
Chocolates
29c
College. Brunswick, Maine. He will
a group of church ladies, with Miss who will take charge March 15. Mrs. High School.
then receive a formal application
You don’t pay tor a box
Marian Norton as chairman. Three Day (formerly Miss Harriman of
Friends regret to learn of the ill blank which must be filled out and'
Rut only for the Candy
one-act plavs will be featured— Rockland) has been connected with ness of Miss Clara McDowell
returned to Professor Smith by April
"Hearts," “Ever Young" and “He the hotel more than 20 years.
It is noted with interest that Mar 1. 1931. Unless he is further advised,
Said-She Said."
Miss Charlene
TRV A PLATE OF OCR
guerite Lincoln of this place has he should be at the place of examina
Grindel will contribute a ShakesThe annual meeting of the New completed her midyear exams at
HOME MADE
perian reading and Mrs. Esther England Hereford Breeders’ Associa University of Maine and made the tion by 9 a. m. on April 18, the day
set for the examinations.
Perry Howard will sing a group of tion is to be held March 6 at 1 p. m. dean’s list.
ICE CREAM
songs.
in Portland at the office of W. G.
News of the sudden death of Mrs.
DIED
Hunton, president of the Association Arthur Leigher brings sorrow to BUTLER- At Montvillc.
WHILE SHOPPING
Feb
23.
S
The Forty Club's annual meeting and industrial agent of the Maine many friends.
Frances Butler, wife of Shepherd r.and jollification Tuesday night at Central Railroad. Important mat
Butler, formerly of Thomaston, aged
B. H. Lincoln and Earl Boynton
80 years. Funeral Saturday at 1 o'clock.
the Thorndike proved most success ters are to be discussed by members were in Augusta Tuesday.
BUTLER—At Montville, Feb. 25. Shep
ful with 35 couples in attendanci. of the Association, particularly the
Marguerite Lincoln, a senior at' herd F. Butler, aged 85 years. Fu
The program under general charge time and place of holding the annual the University of Maine, has been
neral Saturday at 1 o’clock.
of Col. Basil Stinson was thoroughly public auction sale of pure bred ele/ted reporter of the campus board. RUST—Rockland. Feb. 25. John O. Rust
enjoyed with Adelyn Bushnell and White Faces. All Hereford men are
aged 65 years 1 month. 24 days. Funeral
Meretia Leigher visited Alice Ware
Friday at 2 o’clock from Bowes & Cro
Marshall Bradford as headliners as welcome.
a few days last week.
zier parlors, Rockport.
sisted by a clever young pair of ac
tors under the names of Childs &
The funeral services of Mrs. Sarah
CARD OF THANKS
Spiritualist services at G.A.R. hall
Curry. The Arcadians, a zestful (Ames) Borden, wife of Spencer Bor Sunday 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. m. Mar
We wish to express our sincere thanks
and
appreciation
tx> ihe many kind
Bath orchestra provided music for den, who died at the family home, garet Newton in lecture asd mes
neighbors and friends for the beautiful
dancing. Decorations were in charge “Interlaken," in Fall River, Mass., sages.
24-26
flowers and the many favors shown us
of Dr. E. W. Peaslee.
during our recent bereavement.
We
Feb.18, were conducted by President
also wish to thank Dr. Frohock and the
Everett C. Herrick of Newton Theo
The inspector was testing the nurses of Knox Hospital for their unfail
In the present race to see which logical Seminary—a former pastor at general knowledge of the junior class ing care and kindness.
team shall first turn in $50 in Edu ___
Chauncey K. Snowdeal, Wcndall C.
Fall______
River. The
as stated
— deceased
------Slapping a half dollar on the desk, Snowdeal.
•
cational Club membership. Mrs. Ab in an obituary notice previously pub-I iie
sharply; "What's that?"
Florida Oranges
bie Richardson's team was reported lished by this paper was a daughter
Instantly a voice from the back
high line Feb. 20. Much interest is of Gen. Adelbert Ames, a native of row; “Tails, sir.”
THE STARTLING
felt as to which team must accept Rockland. The Borden family is
23c doz.
the Consolation prize. The afternoon well-known in this city through one
ANSWER WILL
CARD OK THANKS
psychology discussion as to the pros of its prominent members, Jefferson
2 dozen 45c
We wish to thank neighbors and
HAUNT YOU
and cons of solitude versus sociabil Borden, Jr., whose wife is a former friends for their many kindnesses In our
ity showed extroverts to predomi Rockland girl, Martha Douglas Hills, recent bereavement and for the many
floral offerings.
nate over introverts but the Public daughter of Cyrus and Adela (Ful beautiful
•
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Seavey.
California Oranges
Library shelves are to be ransacked ler) Hills.
for text books to help in a deeper
29c doz.
delving into such self-analysis.

j

A car load of fine

Market News

PAPERS

S “ Pork to Roast lb 17c

C. M. BLAKE

I

) WALL PAPER STORE )

CHISHOLM’S

CANDIES ,

MARTINSVILLE

The classified ad. department had
a regular field day with its free "ad.”
offer yesterday and the results are
pleasantly gratifying. A perusal of
the classified ad section is as inter
esting as any page of the paper and
is very much worth while from a
practical point of view. The hun
dreds of persons who have learned
the remarkable effectiveness of these
little ads will testify. Economical too.
The average is a quarter for once or
50 cents for three insertions. If you
wish, hold the ad until next Feb. 25
and it will run free.
The local American Legion Aux
iliary unit sent as delegates to the
Second District Council meeting in
Bath Tuesday Mrs. Geneva Upham,
Mrs. Ella Hyland, Miss Pearl Borgerson and Mrs. Sarah Griffin. Mrs.
Susie Lamb also attended the meet
ing. The session was held at the
Legion hall, with about 40 present.
Luncheon was served, and plans were
discussed for radio programs, pub
licity, etc. Mrs. Agnes Bradley, vice
president presided. An interesting
feature of the afternoon was the ad
dress accompanied by slides of the
Bath Iron Works, presented by
President Newell.

One of the classified ads in today’s
issue is worth 10 cents towards a
jackknife or any kind of paint if
presented to a local hardware store.
See if you can find it.
Avoid spring housecleaning work.
There are many ways the People's
Laundry can help you. Telephone
170.—adv.

_______ 25-31

tory of the Strangest
Passion Ever
Known
??????

Pa^e Three

Mrs. William Barter is at Knox
Hospital for observation and would
no doubt enjoy hearing from her
friends and neighbors.
Mrs. F. H. Piersons attended the
funeral of Mrs. Edith Snowdeal at I
Ash Point last week.
Misses Edith Anthony and Elsie
Lowell were recent guests of Mrs. H.
H. Hupper.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grindle of
Rockland are guests of her father
Wesley Wincapaw.
Ocean View Grange conferred the
third and fourth degrees Monday
night.
Misses Vera and Elizabeth Sim
mons of Port Clyde were recent
guests of Mrs. H. H. Hupper.
Maurice Simmons is a guest of his
brother W. A. Simmons.
’Mrs. Vesper Grover of Rockland
was a weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
N. H. Gardner.
Miss Ivy Falla of Tenant’s Harbor
was a guest recently of Mrs,,Lillian
Coid.
The Ladies’ Circle meets with Mrs.
Perley Jones today, Thursday.
Mrs. William Pease who has been
at Knox Hospital was expected home
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper recent
ly entertained with a valentine party.
“Love Golf" was the feature. Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Morris taking prizes at
every hole. Games, music and re
freshments finished the evening. The
guests: Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bragdon, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Simmons, Capt. and
Mrs. C. W. Lowe. Misses Phyllis Sim
mons, Ivy Falla. Evelyn Morris,
Genevieve Watts, Ruth Grindle, Ena
Page, Mrs. Lillian Coid, Russell
Monaghan, Everett Torrey. Theodore
Stimpson. Charles Wincapaw, Kempster Hawkins, Lee Andrews, Luther
Wotlon, Clayton Hunnewell, Charles
Morris. Theodore Davis.

f

/

Grapefruit
The same good taste always

SPECIAL COMBINATION SALE FRIDAY
NUMBER TWO

NUMBER ONE

NUMBER WE

1 LOAF BREAD
1 POUND BUTTER
3 PKGS. MACARONI
3 PKGS. RAISINS
3 CANS MILK
ALL FOR $1.00

1 LOAF BREAD
1 POUND BUTTER
2 LGE. KETCHUP
1 LGE. PKG. OATS
1 BAG GRAHAM
ALL FOR $1.00

1 LOAF BREAD
1 POUND BUTTER
2 CANS COCOA
1 BAG GRAHAM
1 Pkg. CAKE FLOUR
ALL FOR $1.00

MEAT SALE
Lean Boneless Pork Shoulders
Pot Roast of Beef ^an boneless

lb 23c
20c

jj,

Chuck

Boneless

Corned

Sausage

Hamburg

Top

Roast

Hams

Beef

Patties

Steak

Round

lb. 15c

lb. 23c

lb. 20c

lb. 20c

lb. 20c

Best Cuts

For Boiling

Fancy Brisket

Home Made

Fresh Lean

Steak
lb. 35c

RIB ROAST

35c

2 Pounds Pig Liver,
1-2 Pound Bacon, for

lb. 30c

CUBE STEAK,

FIRST TWO RIBS,
SECOND CUT,
THIRD CUT,

lb.
Ib.

PORK STEAK,

Ib. 35c

Fine Lean Cuts

Will Cook in One Minute
FANCY RIPE

4

Pineapples
each 18c
Just think of having Fresh Pines in the
middle of the winter and at such a low
Price!

Cigarettes

lb.

23c
19c
15c

NATIVE

Baked Beans
3 Tall Cans 50c
Raised by Native Farmers and Packed
by Black & Gay

popular brands

4

„T;n5so

$1.13

LUCKY STRIKES, Carton $1.09
FANCY OLIVES

QUAKER OATS

LARGE JAR PLAIN,
LARGE JAR STUFFED,
Fine Quality—Big Value

39c
59c

THREE PACKAGES,
SHREDDED

25c

WHEAT

THREE PACKAGES,

29c

RUMFORD BAKING POWDER
can 29c
GARDEN OF ALLAH COFFEE
Ib 33c
CAMPBELLS TOMATO SOUP 4 cans 29c
CARNATION MILK
3 cans 25c
Sunshine Soda Crackers 6 pkgs 25c
Marshmallow Top Cookies
Ib 19c

3 for 25c
4 for 25c

ARMOUR’S

TOBACCO DEPT.

SPECIALS
COMBINATION OF A

CLOVERBLOOM

SATURDAY SPECIAL
1 QUART HOT OVEN BAKED BEANS

All

1 LARGE LOAF HOT BROWN BREAD
1 CAN KID GLOVE BRAND STRING BEANS .. for

38c

1.00 Pipe
/

.

■

and a

75c Can of Prince

BUTTE R

Albert Tobacco
Now

SPECIAL BREAD AND BUTTER SALE
FRIDAY

FROM

ONE TO THREE O’CLOCK

$1.00

fresh!

B. B. B. Pipes

$1.00
Camels

PAINTING

or Lucky Strikes

$1.19 a carton

in All Its Branches

1

J. W. A. Jr. 5c Cigars
2 for 5c

JOHN A. KARL & co.
Telephone

745-W

Rockland

17-26

CHISHOLM’S
Opposite Waiting Room
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1 Large Loaf Bread
1 Pound Roll Butter

Both
for

25c

For the benefit of those who were late for cur Bread and Butter Sale last week we
are to repeat this fine special for two hours on Friday, from One to Three o’clock.
Positively not on sale at this price before one o’clock or after three

THIS SALE

IS LIMITED TO FIVE

HUNDRED

Perry’s Market
TRADE

WITH

YOUR

NATIVE MERCHANTS

'

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN

NORTH UNION

JCOURiER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE j

REGULAR SAILINGS FOR

George Norwood of Rockland was
The subject of the sermon Sunday
a visitor at Roger Norwood's Sunday.
morning at the Baptist Church will
Mrs. Myrtle Upham and daughter
be. "A Changed Life;" Sunday School
[ Shirley visited Mrs. Ethel Danforth Steamer CORNISH, freight only,
and Bible Class at 12; Miss Mildred
II
9
IO
8
4
7
3
2.
b
5
J Tuesday.
1
leaves Rockland for Boston Wednes
Spear will lead the Christian EnMarguerite Norwood has been days and Saturdays, at about 5.45
I deavor meeting at 6 o’clock.
i visiting at her grandmother's during 1" M.; leaves Rockland for Bangor
14
12.
13
Mrs. Genevieve Pearson of Mal
a week’s vacation from Rockland and intermediate landings, Tuesdays,
den.
Mass.,
spent
the
weekend
with
YES. BUT I CAN T GET
High School.
and Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
i
her
mother
Mrs.
Fred
Mathews.
lb
15
MY CLOTHES AS WHITE
Richardson Miller and Lisle NorMr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Wyllie,
Mrs.
__
AS YOU DO. I DON’T
[ wood attended Grange Saturday Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
Fred Butler, Maurice Wyllie and
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
IS
night in Washington.
KNOW WHY
17
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch were
Harbor and intermediate landings,
in Rockland Tuesday evening to hear
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.
! Dr. Neighbour at the First Baptist
Stone School Notes
IO
19
for Brooklin and intermediate land
Church.
Stone School closed Feb. 14 after ings, on Mondays and Thursdays at
LB Mustercle well into your chest
Mrs. Rufus Overlock has been very
a very busy seven-week term. The t 7,30 a. M.
24 25
«l
1
24
.
and
throat
—
almost
instantly
you
seventh grade held an old-fashioned '
ill and is at Knox Hospital.
feel easier. Repeat the Musterole-rub
spelling match as a review of the j
Wilder Moore is now occupying the
once
an
hour
for
five
hours
.
..
29
work of the term, with keen competi- ■
27
Zb
j Ida Stevens rent and has the telewhat a glorious relief!
tion among several members of the '
j phone, number 4-12.
Those good old-fashioned cold reme
steamship lines
class.
133
O 32.
Mrs. Mary Montgomery is very ill
30
dies—oil of mustard, menthol, camphor i A valentine box was much enjoyed,
31
at her home. Miss Ida Stevens is
—are mixed with other valuable ingredi [ there being valentines for everyone,
! assisting in the family.
ents in Musterole to make it what doc
1
manv very pretty ones, several hav
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
34
Miss Lillian Russell of Cambridge,
tors call 2“ counter-irritant" because
ing been made by the children.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mass., arrived Saturday night to
it gets action and is not just a salve.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
A great deal of Interest has been ;
1------38
39
[ spend the week’s vacation with her
37
It
penetrates
and
stimulates
blood
Steamer
leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
35 3b
j shown in geography this term. Trips | AM, Stonington
1
6.25. North Haven 725,
circulation and helps to draw out infec
mother Mrs. Ilda Russell and sister i
have
been
taken
to
the
western
____
IT MUST BE THE SOAP. CHANGE TO RINSO
Vlnalhaven
8.15, due to arrive at Rock
Mrs. Dana Smith.
tion and pain. Used by millions for 20
states,
Alaska,
Hawaii,
and
the
land
about
9.30.
i|O
pi
43
41
AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE! THE MAKERS OF
years. Recommended by many doctors
Lee Walker and Douglass Walker
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Philippines, and stories have been Vlnalhaven
and nurses. Keep Musterole handy2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
of Thomaston visited relatives SunOUR WASHING MACHINES RECOMMEND IT
written about the trips. These have [ ington at 4.40;
due to arrive at Swan’i
jars,
tubes.
All
druggists.
i day in this place.
47
44
4b
45
been
put
into
booklets,
with
many
Island
about
6.00 P. M.
To Mothers—Musterole is also 1 good pictures for illustration. Some j
j Elimination for the students who
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
made in milder form for babies
I
are to take part in the speaking con
143-tf
50
and small children. Ask for Chil ] of the booklets show excellent work j
4&
test with Waldoboro High Friday at
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
i
by
the
children.
dren's Musterole.
Whereas, Lemuel A. Grant of Rockland
7.30 in Glover hall, took place Wed
A brief study of Maine history was in the County of Knox and State of
nesday. Four out of nine were,
made during the last of the term, Maine, by his mortgage deed dated,
chosen with one alternate. It ought
15, 1929, and recorded In the Knox
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1 the children showing much interest March
HORIZONTAL
Registry of Deeds, Book 217, Page 193,
to be a spirited contest in store for
9-Public speaker
40-Srinos into line
1-Lethargy
1 in the Indian legends of Maine.
conveyed to the Rockland Loan and
the audience. Mingled with the
10-Calcined limestone
,42—To pars unnoticed
Mary, Geneva, Lawrence and Ken- Building Association, a corporation le
5-Fabulous bird
speaking will be music, both vocal
gally organized and having its place of
11- Ardor
44- Solitary
1 neth Blake were not absent during business
8-Tree trunk
at Rockland in said Knox
and instrumental.
Waldoboro is
19- Musical composition
the term, and Mary Maddocks, Shir County, a certain
45- Sea eorjle
12- A kind of alcohol
lot or parcel of land with
bringing a girl's trio and Warren
for two players
ley Upham, Ivan Maddocks and the buildings thereon, situated In said
13- An age
47- One of the conti
expects to have a trio also. Selec
and bounded and described
20-C!ose to
Henry Johnson missed only one day. Rockland,
14- An accessory seed
nents
follows, to wit:
tions will be given by the High ,
21- Fish eggs
Ariel Danforth. Mary Blake. Shirley asOn
48- To encounter
covering
the Northern side of Spruce Street,
VINALHAVEN
School orchestra and there will be | 15- Tried
22- To bring to a cicse
Upham and Henry Johnson have not being No. 22. on plan of land situated In
49-To bend in the
other special numbers. An admissaid Rockland, belonging to Hon. Joseph
23- A cape, southern
been
late.
15-ls!and group of
middle
The senior Christian Endeavor will
Farwell, drawn by 8. F. Rose and record
sion’fee will be charged to defray the
extremity of S.
^British West Indies 3O-Large mtljrade
ed in Knox Registry of Deeds, in Book
hold a social Friday evening in Union
cost of the prizes given. Remember [
America
earn a :re
17-A fragment
of
Plans No. 1, Page 12. dated July 10,
A PHYSICAL WRECK
Church vestry, admission 10 cents.
: the date. Friday evening, Feb. 27, at [ 18- A number
1866; and whereas the condition of said
24- Have existence
The
usual
supper
of
Union
Church
mortgage
has been broken:
7.30: place. Glover hall. The contest
£5-Conducted
19-Twofold
VERTICAL
Circle will take place in the vestry Sargon Saved Much Suffer Now therefore, by reason of the breach
| is to be preceded by supper served at ; 21-To relate in detail
2C-A pet or favorite
of the condition thereof said Rockland
at 5.30 tonight. Thursday.
6 o'clock at the Montgomery rooms
Loan and Building Association claims
31-A familiar antiseptic
23-Pertaining to an
enfetv an^ ^°r
1
1-A Roman patriot
Miss Fay Coburn entertained the
ing
For
Mrs.
Reid
of
foreclosure of said mortgage.
by the High School students assisted
32Prefix
—
with
hour
2A
He
r
ew
measure
In witness whereof the said Rock
Needlecraft
Club
Wednesday
evening
bv the ladies' circle of the Baptist
for sate\’
Rinsol
23-To levy or exact, as
26- Upon
land Loan and Building Ass'n. has
Rochester
3A
believer
in
at her home. A covered dish supper
i Church.
caused
this instrument to be sealed with
a
tax
27- Man's name (short)
myst cism
was served.
The morning subject at the Con
its corporate seal and signed in its cor
34- Foundations
28-To perform
great
medi“
Sargon
is
surely
a
porate
name
by Harry O. Gurdy, its Sec
4- High voice in sing 35- A soothing applica
gregational Church. Rev. H. I. Holt, [
The Economy Club met Tuesday
Mu4ical note
thereunto duly authorized, this
night with Mrs. William Chilles at cine!” declared Mrs. A, E. Reid, 298 retary.
i will be “The Memorial to Love." This ; 29ing
11th
day
of
February in the year one
tion
will be followed directly by the I 30- A proclamation of
her home on Granite street.
5- To conduce, as to 2C-A medicinal plant
Westfield St., Rochester. “When I thousand nine hundred and thirty-one.
command
T
Signed
regular communion service, in the
The Royal Society meets Thurs started
one's credit
38- Melody
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSO
j evening Rev. Mr. Holt will speak at ' 32-Bore
day night with Mrs. Langtry Smith.
6-Conjunction
CIATION
39- To rend
34— Nee
the
,7much cua»
Mrs.
A.M.
Cassie
entertained
the
j
a union service in the Baptist Church
By HARRY O. GURDY.
7A
conspiracy
41-To obtain
35- Evil
Secretary.
taking for his theme, “Dare To Be
Bridge Eight Wednesday night.
(„SK'. An c
Ri„»eWe™i“Vs
,toS
43-To seize suddenly
8- Exclairation of
37-Exactly
suitable in
(Corporate
Seal)
1 a Daniel.”
Mrs. E. G. Carver returned Tues
STATE OF MAINE
46-Egyptian sun god
contempt
time
or
place
Mrs. Frank Stahl Is much im
day from Portland where she spent
KNOX. SS
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Rockland. Me., Feb. 11th. 1931.
proved in health.
the holiday with her daughter Miss
Personally appeared the above named
Mrs. George Walker who has been
Celeste Carver.
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Glidden re
confined to her home by illness is !
S T R AlNlGlE CJ.HIAIN CjE &
oath to the truth of the foregoing no
now able to be out again.
tice of foreclosure in his said capacity.
turned Monday from a visit of sev
E R O Sj 1 lo.N irToig U I |S|H
Miss
Ethel
Overlock
passed
the
Before me,
The Charles Stimpson family are ;
eral weeks in Boston.
L 1 T P|RjE
3
(Signed) EDWARD K. GOULD,
weekend
and
holiday
with
her
mother,
clothes'. Get tne
anJ aU cie
out of quarantine.
Marguerite
Chapter
will
hold
its
1
19-Th-25
Justice of the Peace.
F E
SlE'Mi
Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
creamy suds tot
„w
oed
Edwin Gammon is helping George
regular
meeting
Monday
night.
1 S T S ■sl 1
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
jP E|RjT
The saris' basketball team of Wal
Martin a few days.
Mrs. Albert Carver was in Rock
Sealed proposals addressed to the
s T E E dBIe"]
!l I a He doboro High School will play at land
[TUNE «N
Station
WCSH.
State Highway Commission. Augusta.
Herbert Waltz has bought a flock ,
Tuesday.
i eN
H
E
V
A
Maine,
for building nine sections of
[ lues. & lh“r9’
|E|NjAiTjO
!
R
Boothbay Harbor Thursday evening.
of sheep from E. A. Burns of FriendMr. and Mrs. John Wentworth en
State Highway will be received by the
E nsL
|R|aHT r
[ ship.
Dorothy Creamer, Albert Hoffses tertained friends Wednesday night
Commission at its office in the State
■r 1 NiGlEiSl
House, Augusta. Maine, until 11 A. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Studley
Earbara Lovejoy and Virginia Brown in honor of Mr. Wentworth’s birth
Eastern Standard Time, March 3, 1931
R E 5 tIsIie
spent Sunday in South Waldoboro,
will go to Warren Friday evening to day anniversary. Refreshments were
and at that time and place publicly
A S H Y ■ s|t
guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
take part in a dual prize speaking con served and the host was presented a
opened and read.
aItTt
V P
Bituminous Macadam Surface, two
i Roscoe Wlnchenbauch.
fine gift by his guests.
test with Warren High School.
sections as follows—F.A. Project 80C, Me
A 1 D cIeie
Lawrence Grotton has moved his
Mr. and Mrs. James Duane who
The event of the week was the
chanic Falls, 2 60 miles, and 130-A, Frye
Bherandd>.hp.n
T R 1 Pl Ml F'R SlMjAlRITlE R
family from Rockland to what Is
have been in Quincy, Mass., several George Washington dance and social
burg. 1.64 miles.
for tub, *a
Gravel Surface, seven sections as fol
known as the Willard Wylie place In
given Monday night in Red Men’s
s E NjD uirTs S|P|R|C|A |D ' | months, have returned.
nulated »o»P
lows
—F. A. Project 131-A—Mercer, Nor
The gr®1
| West Warren.
William Braggar is in Providence, hall by the American Legion and
ridgewock. 1.93 miles and State Projects
The cast of characters for the play
Ladies’ Auxiliary. All members of
— . R. I.
■ P” Washington-Union. 2.76 miles; “R”
China, 3 26 miles; “R” Palermo, 5.11
entitled “Professor Pepp" to be given
Mrs. Alice Flint has been the guest patriotic orders, with guests, were in
APPLETON
miles: “126” Wales. 2.10 miles; ’'126”
■ by the Boys’ and Girls' Club of the
vited, and the attendance was large.
of relatives in Gardiner.
Monmouth. 1.99 miles and ''126'’ West
Congregational Church are as fol
;
. uiiU ..... .. j. —. C* —j —. . ..11 ,i-.a During the dance numbers the fol
Gardiner and Gardiner. 5.01 miles.
lows:
Professor
Pepp.
a
nervous
lowing
musical
program
was
inter

All proposals must be made upon the
A
Farm
Bureau
meeting
k.al
[
delphia
where
they
are
guests
of
Mr
131
blank forms provided by the Commis
wreck. Gerald Brown; C. B. Button- interest to both men and worn
spersed: Tenor solo. W. C. Winslow;
,vlll ;and Mrs. I. S. Bailey.
sion for a copy of which a payment of
buster, a giddy butterfly of 48, Josef be held at Grange hall, Ap iieton,
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Redman en baritone solo, George Geary; selec$1.00 will be required. Plans may be seen
Vinal; Howard Green, his son who
and forms of specifications and contract
tertained 12 friends at supper and t’on, "Old New England Moon.” by
MRS. A. E. REID
Agent
March
6
at
10.30
a.
m.
Counmay be obtained at the office of the
had his name changed, Junior Jame
bridge Tuesday evening. Favors, cut the male quartet. W. C. Winslow. L.
Commission, Augusta. Maine.
son: Sim Batty, police force, Andrew Ralph Wentworth, and M.- Jessie flowers and other decorations were in A. Coombs, H. L. Coombs and O. C.
The right is reserved to reject any or
Cornell: Peddler Benson, working j Lawrence. H.D.A.. will be : ■i sent, keeping with St. Valentine. The Lane. A novelty feature was the taking it I was so nervous and worn- all proposals.
STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION.
his way through college. Kenneth | "Vegetables for Health,” will I e dis- menu: Fruit cocktail, chicken salad “hatchet dance." Music for the eve out I could hardly drag myself
Cousins; Noisy Fleming, just out of I cussed by Miss Lawrence who will olives, potato chips, hot rolls, ice ning was furnished by the Fakers. A around. I had pains all through my Dated at Augusta, Maine, Feb2317,and1931.
25
A COPY OF THIS
High School, Dana Smith- Pink also supervise the prparaticn of -asty cream, assorted cakes, coffee, candy box lunch and hot coffee were served, arms and shoulders; was very bil EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPOR
nge and salted nuts. Prizes at bridge were at 10 o'clock, the committee: Mrs' ious; and suffered with dizrines<
Hatcher, sophomore. Charles Trone; dishes of the same in th<
ATION
176 PAGE
Buster Brown, a junior, Douglass kitchen, to be served at dinner. In won by Miss Betty Weston and Mrs Vaughn Johnson, chairman, assist sick headaches and stomach distress.
Kansas City, Missouri
Starrett; Betty Gardiner, the pro this way all present may lfirn to Helen Boggs. Those bidden were ed by Mrs. Elmer Summers. Mrs.
“
I
began
to
feel
better
after
the
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1930
CATALOG
fessor's ward, Thelma Oxton; Aunt cook vegetables properly, thus re Misses Lois Hagerman, Lalia Brooks, Richard Allen. Mrs. N. Cook Sholes. second bottle of Sargon. Now the Real Estate ............................ $ 238.224 29
Minerva, his housekeeper, Florence taining in them the properties so Gladys Bailey and Betty Weston Mrs. Alfred Creed and Mrs. Leslie B. pains are gone; my appetite is fine. Mortgage Loans ..................... 604.957 87
Mr Went- Mesdames Harold Clark. Earle Spear Dyer; chairman of dance. Joseph I digest everything I eat, and can Stocks and Bonds ................ 5.892,493 97
Packard; Petunia Muggins, hired necessary to health.
in Office and Bank . ..... 861.669 86
girl, Hilda Anderson; Olga Stopski, Vorth will discuss with the m<-n sub Austin Winchenbach, Shirley Gross Headley, assisted by L. B. Dyer and work all day and not feel tired. Sar Cash
Agents’ Balances .................. 684.847 97
teacher of folk dancing. Marion Ox- jects of interest to all. E\ body B. G. Miller, Helen Boggs and Lucille George Geary, floor director.
Interest
and Rents ..............
83.768 53
gon Pills are the finest I ever took
' ton; Kitty Clover, collector of sou is welcome.
A month ago a prize was offered by for constipation and biliousness, and All other Assets ..................... 90,719 59
Thomas.
venirs, Pauline Starrett; Vivian
Gross Assets ........................$8,456,682 08
The senior class of Waldoboro High the American Legioh and Auxiliary have regulated me so perfectly I
[ Drew, the college belle, Vivian Cous390,226 87
School is to present J. C. McMullen's for the best essay on "The Flag.” haven’t had a headache or dizzy spell Deduct items not admitted
! ins; Irene van Hilt, social leader,
written
by
pupils
of
the
seventh
and
three-act comedy “Mary Made Some
since.”
Admitted
..............................
$8,066,455
21
Betty Moody; Caroline Kay, a fresh
Sold by the Corner Drug Store,
Marmalade,” in the Medomak Athletic eighth grades of both Washington
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
man, Dorothy Sidelinger. Synopsis:
and
Lincoln
schools.
The
judges
Inc., Rockland; by George H. Gar Net Unpaid Losses ................ $2,171,027 40
hall March 5. The 12 characters ot
You will find it
| Act one—Professor Pepp's residence
the play are to be taken by Herbert were Miss Gwendolyn Green and diner, Warren; and by H. L. Bossa Unearned Premiums .............. 1.616.983 78
on the college campus; the opening
Joseph
Headley.
Friday.
Mrs.
Hazel
All other Liabilities .............. 528,444 03
of Waldoboro.—adv.
25-lt
Leavitt ’33. as Will Ridling; Rosalind
a wonderful guide to the best of
Cash Capital .......................... 1.500.000 00
[day of school; a trip to Russia;
Dyer, president of the Auxiliary and
Kaler
'31.
Charlotte;
Lois
Harkins
’
31
Surplus
over all Liabilities .. 2.250,000 00
[ father comes to college. Act two—
DEPOSIT COMPANY OF
everything in Equipment, Seeds and Supplies. Hun
Albert Hoffses ’31. George L. B. Dyer and N. Cook Sholes, of FIDELITY ANDMARYLAND
the same as act one; father is hazed, Since 1840 this firm has fait .fully Helen;
the
Legion,
visited
the
schools
where
Total
liabilities
and surplus $8,066,455 21
Barter '30, Mary: Justine
Baltimore. Maryland
bombs and bombs; act three—a gar served the families of Knox County Oriana
25-Th-31
the prize essays were read. Mr.
dreds of pictures: Detailed descriptions and prices!
Noyes
'31,
Martina
Beekman;
Ken
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
den party in the moonlight; celeDyer, after pleasing and appropriate
LADY ATTENDANT
neth
Winchenbach
’
31.
Jasper
Beek

Real Estate ............................. $2,574,450 00
| brating the football game; father the
We want you to have a copy—FREE! Write for it,
Day Tel. 450
781-1
man; Linwood Hasson ’34, Ernest remarks, presented $2.50 to each Mortgage Loans .................... J49.381 SI
| hero; Aunt Minerva on the warpath.
prize winner, as follows: Washing Stocks and Bonds .................20.522,315 00 Pine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
Hadley;
Donald
French
’
31,
Jimmy
There also will be sketches between.
School, Marie Teele, teacher, Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1,334,584 47 papered and thoroughly cleansed,
BURPEE’S
Anderson: Everett Achorn '33. Carter ton
today!
Lena Williams, grade 7 and Mabel Agents’ Ba’ances .................... 2.089,829 12 :eilings whitened and floors reflnished.
Boatwright;
Jane
Aider
'32,
iMarjorie
and Rents .................
2,973 92
ROCKLAND, ME.
grade 8; Lincoln School, Interest
Novel Luncheon Bridge
Alb other Assets .................... 112,403 73 Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
1 Boatwright; Mildred Brooks ’32, Nita. Erickson,
Helen Orcutt, teaeher, Ruth Brown,
very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
Mrs. Ilda Russell and Mrs. Dana
Gross Assets ........................26.785,937 88 Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
grade 7 and Phyllis Nelson, grade 8.
22tf
and POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEPS
MRM, DAIRY
Smith entertained at a luncheon
Pamphlets on the Flag of the Unit Deduct items not admitted .. 416.034 89
bridge Monday afternoon at their
TO
ed States werp delivered to every
Admitted ........................... *26.389.902 99
attractive home, in honor of Miss
DR. ETHEL CRIE
pupil of the schools.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Lillian Russell of Cambridge. The
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $6,350,354.30
Osteopathic
Physician
guests were met at the door by
Unearned Premiums ............ 7.144.570 82 MAIN STREET,
ICCLRAL and TDMPLL STS..
HHTLASD
MAIIYL
THOMASTON
PLEASANT POINT
Misses Evelyn and Joan Smith, little
All other Liabilities .............. 1.740.736 93
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Cash Capital ............................ 6.000.000 00
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Dana
Mrs. Ros? Robinson and Miss Edna Surplus over all Liabilities 5.134,240 94 Free Children's Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
Smith, and directed to remove -wraps
Every Saturday Morning
Robinson are visiting at the home of Total llabllltes and surplus $26,369,902 09
] and handed a bridge score card, inMr. and Mrs. E. M. Davis.
D. H. GLIDDEN. Agent.
23-tf
j dicating at which table they were to
19-Th-25
Vlnalhaven.
[ be seated and with printed directions
Ernest Malonev of Port Clyde
i as to how to help serve themselves.
visited his parents Mr. and Mrs. A. LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION
Much merriment was caused by the
London, England
W. Maloney last week.
| many guests trying to exchange their
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Miss Georgie Young who is attend
1 tasks and bargaining. A delicious
and Bonds . ............... $5,952,637 56
ing Thomas'on High School is Stocks
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 654.112 92
lunch consisting of tomato cocktail,
spending a short vacation with her Agents' Balances ........... ....... 888.120 08
chicken salad, vegetables, hot rolls,
parents Mr. and XJrs. Walter A. Bills Receivable ..................
21.902 40
cranberry jelly, coffee, cherry ice
Interest and Rents ...............
65.217 70
Young.
All
other
Assets
.....
..............
286.790
71
[ cream and cake was enjoyed. Table
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Morse were in
[decorations were In keeping with the
Gross
Assets
......................
$7,868,781
37
Rockland Saturday.
i holiday, a small flag with a bright
Mrs. Ena Davis continues in very Deduct items not admitted .. . 43,112 30
apple for a base placed on each table.
ill
health.
Admitted ............................. $7,825,669 07
Following the meal, eight tables of
Mrs. Louville Pottle and children
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
i bridge were at play, honors falling
of Thomaston were guests Tuesday Net Unpaid Losses ............. $1,169,513 00
[to Mrs. Charles -Wellington, Mrs
Unearned
Premiums ............. 3.556.177 18
of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis.
] Clarence Madden Jr., Mrs. Benjamin
All other Liabilities ............. 210.830 97
Mrs.
Grace
Maloney
entertained
Surplus
over
all Liabilities .. 2.889,147 92
THREE CROW BAKING POWDER
Starrett, and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth.
the ladies of the Hardscrabble sew
Out of town guests were Mrs. Ralph
Total
liabilities
and surplus $7,825,669 07
circle at her home Wednesday
[ Wentworth and Mrs. John Robinson
As soon as you realize you’ve taken cold—take some ing
qJSDWARD W. BERRY, Agent.
Made From
afternoon.
40 Broad Street,
of Rockland.
tablets of Baver \spirin. Almost before your head
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cook of
25-Th-31
Rockland. Maine
THREE CROW CREAM TARTAR
Friendship were at B. L. Stevens
can stuff-up, you feel your cold is conquered. Those
Want to sell it? Use a CourierCONNECTICUT
GENERAL
LIFE INSUR
last week.
ANCE COMPANY
Gazette classified ad; telephone 770,
(a product of Grapes)
aches and pains you felt coming on will soon subside.
Miss Marion Coombs is spending a
Hartford, Connecticut
week in Rockland, guest of Mrs.
Relief is almost instantaneous! Even if your cold
A QUESTION ANSWERED
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
and
Charles Bucklin.
| For The Courier-Gazette |
Real Estate ........................... $7,437,873 07
has
gained
headway,
and
your
temples
throb
and
your
Alfred Orne is busily engaged with Mortgage Loans .................... 53.057.408 86
"Did you have a Valentine?”
CITRIC ACID
.......17,365.283 58
his sawing machine manufacturing Collateral Loans ....
A little child did say;
very bones ache, these tablets will bring prompt relief.
Stocks and Bonds ................ 56 640.085 14
“Did you have a Valentine
his neighbors' woodpiles.
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
..... 1 054.810 62
(a product of Lemons)
On the good Saint's day?"
It is better, of course, to take Bayer Aspirin at the very
Anna, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Agents’ Balances ................
42.338 69
She looked so very winsome
Interest
and
Rents
.
............
2.447,418 40
first sneeze or cough—it will head-off the cold and
Alonzo Seavey, was given a party
With her eyes of blue
All
other
Assets
....................
5,221.066
93
As she said. "Now tell me.
AN ABSOLUTELY PURE BAKING POWDER
last Saturday afternoon in observ
spare you much discomfort. Get the genuine, with
Did you, honest true?'
ance of 11th birthday anniversary.
Gross Assets ...................$143,266,285 29
Laughingly
I
answered.
Of unusual strength and leavening power
We Want Your
89,479 20
proven directions for colds and headaches; neuralgia, Various games were played, after Deduct items not admitted
As I turned away;
"Yes. a lovely valentine
which ice cream and cake were
LIVE
POULTRY
Admitted
............................
143.176.806
09
neuritis, sore throat, and many important uses.
Came in the mall today.
served. Miss Anna received some
And Will Pay Highest Market
'Twas made of lacy paper,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
very nice gifts.
All pink and blue and white.
Price
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $1,733,276 44
With red hearts in each corner
Our milkman, Clarence Wales, has Unearned Premiums ........... 1.227,872 70 Call or write and trucks will call.
Shining, oh! so bright.
All
other
Liabilities
............
131,021.894
73
recently bought a new milch Guern
Rockland, Maine
COHEN BROS.
And the cutest verse
Cash Capital ........................ 3.000.000 00
sey cow from John Lindell of North Surplus
Was on that Valentine—
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
over all Liabilities .. 6,193,762 22
It said. ’I’ll love you ever,
Cushing. He now has seven cows
WARREN. ME.
And always will be thine!’ ”
which are all of good stock, and in Total Liabilities and Sur
Then she clapped her hands
Telephone Warren 2-3
plus ................................... $143,176,806 .OIL
addition to supplying milk to his
And said "I knew
DEANE S. THOMAS. Manager.
Reference: Any poultry raiser
You had a Valentine,
many customers, he is now selling
608-9-10 Clapp Memorial Bldg.,
109-tf
'Cause I sent it to you."
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS Washington.
25-Th-31
Portland,
Maine.
ABpirio
is
the
trade
mark
of
Bayer
Manufacture
of
Monoaceticacidester
of
Sahcylicacid
butter
at
35
cents
per
pound.
Clara S. Overlock.
I SEE YOU HAVE A NEW WASHER.
IT’S LIKE MINE, ISN’T IT?

BOSTON
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ROCKPORT

TONIGHT

8.30 to 9.00

)

SALADA TEA presents
NATHANiEL SHILKRET and his Orchestra

JAMES MELTON, the golden voiced Tenor

NORTH HOPE

Wisconsin Woman

SOUTH WARREN

occur this month are Mina Rines,
Marguerita Petrie, Celia Oliver, and
Alice Maxey, following the supper
the first and second degrees were
conferred on three candidates. A
program pertaining to Washington's
Birthday was given with readings,
music and singing by the male quar
tet. At the close a fancy clog dance
was staged by a man and woman,
the former winning the prize for en
durance. Visitors were present from
Warren and White Oak Granges.

Mr. and Mrs. A. 1. Perry enter
The Candlelight Tea at the Bap tained the Hilltop Club and Sewing
Mrs. Anne Bucklin has in her
tist Church Monday evening under Circle Saturday afternoon and evepossession a book of the Old Testa
i the auspices of the Trytohelp Club ning. Ten ladies sewed very busily
ment bound in leather which is only
: proved a very enjoyable affair. At all afternoon, and pillow slips,
2’ix2 inches in size.
I 8 o'clock, in the auditorium, a fine aprons,, and many other things took
One of the most annoying and
program was given with these num- form like maeic under their clever
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland
Have been taking Kruschen Salts
general complaints children suffer
, bers: Trumpet duet, Leroy Moon and fingers. By dusk the odor of Hilltop for jreduction—am on my second were at Harris Copeland's, West
from is worms. You know the
Douglass Davis; piano solo, Gladys baked beans and other things on the jottle—I lost 11 pounds in six weeks Meadows, Sunday. Mrs.
Mabel
signs — constipation, deranged
Conant; vocal solo, Mrs. George F. bounteous menu drew the menfolk to ind feei fine—Kruschen sure gives Jordan returned home with them.
stomach, offensive breath, eyes
1 Currier; reading, “Wall paper,” Willow Brook, and at 6.30 there were you a jot of Vjm and pep ••
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Wood and
heavy and dull, coated tongue,
Rev. G. F. Currier; piano solo, I seated 20 merry neighbors, filling two Kruschen Salts are used daily by daughter
.... „..............................
.........
Barbara of Camden
were
grinding of the teeth. Don’t let
“Rustle of Spring." Mrs. Nellie Ma- long tables with three over—just | millions all over the world not only j at O. A. Copeland's Sunday
children suffer. Promptly give them
gune; piano duet, “Star Spangled enough to “wait and tend.” The to take off fat from overweight peoSOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Marguerite Bean and daugh
Banner,” Mrs. Magune and Mrs. evening was given to music and rec- pie but to rejuvenate the entire syster
of
Union
were
recent
guests
at
Currier. It was regretted that Miss itations, followed by three tables of em
Mrs. Wilbur O. Pitcher who has
Louise Dolliver who was to appear cards in play, Those present; Mrs. ■ one bottle of Kruschen Salts (lasts 4 George Lermond’s.
Irving Bucklin of North Waldoboro been ill for two weeks is recovering.
on the program in readings and Clara Hall, Mr. and Mrs. John Mar- weeks) costs but 85c and one bottle will
Allle Crouse of Friendship spent
Carleton Porter in songs were un liner,
riner mi
Mr . ana
and Mrs
Mrs Ai.,e
Alhe weumaii,
Wellman prove
of vast benefit
to peopleIndigestion,
who have was a guest at L. R. Bucklin’s re
constipation,
headaches.
a few days recently with Irvin
able to be present. At the close all Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Bennett, Mpt nervousness, rheumatism, depression, cently.
M. P. Orne who was called here by Wallace.
adjourned to the vestry which had U G. Pease, Miss Grace Wentworth acidity and auto-lntoxication.
Not only that
.
but
__ one bottle will the illness and death of his brother
been made attractive with American Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease, Mr. and
Mrs. Caroline Winchenbach who "My little girl became seriously
about body activity—increase In
Flags, red hatchets, and other Wash Mrs. W. E. Hall, George Kelso, Mr bring
has been ill the past week is now ill by eating too many sweets.
energy, vigor and ambition, sparkling returned Friday to New London.
ington birthday decorations, and and Mrs. George Fish, Mrs. Frances eyes and freedom from pimples and
used your Elixir with most bene
Mrs. Margaret Tiffany who has improving.
where numerous small candlelighted Pease, Daniel Ludwig, the host and blemishes—millions know all this—you been staying with her daughter Mrs.
Leon Haupt of Thomaston was in ficial results; she improved rap
ought
to
know
It.
Take
one
half
tea

tables were in waiting and from hostess, Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry.
idly. My girl has not had one sick
spoon In a glass of hot water every Rosa Cutting went Saturday to town Saturday.
| which were served sandwiches, cake
day since.” — Mrs. Shay, Cam
Mrs. John Marriner was overnight morning before breakfast—walk a little Providence to visit her son Nathan
Rev.
Sidney
Packard
of
Bootheach
day
—
cut
down
on
sweets
and
fat
bridge, Mass.
and hot chocolate.
guest last week of Mr. and Mrs.
foods.
Tiffany.
bay was in town Monday calling on
Mrs. Cora Paul suffered another ill Small in Camden, the occasion being forming
Cleanses as it clears—a mild, pureSold by David L. McCarty and drug
relatives
and
friends.
Another birthday supper was held
turn a few days ago and remains in to help celebrate the 10th birthday- gists America over with the'distinct un
herb laxative, *
Mrs.
Albert Walsh and son Family size *1.20; other sizes 60c & 40c.
a serious condition at her home on anniversary of Master Clifford Rich derstanding that one bottle will help in the hall Thursday evening. Clam
you lose fat or money back.
Commercial street.
ards. who spent some years in the
__________________________ chowder, baked beans and other good Arthur of Killingsly. R. I. arrived Successfully used for over 77 years
things composed the menu, the at the home of Mrs. Caroline
The Saturday Night Club was home of Mrs. Marriner and under „ t
pleasantly entertained last week at her care.
flrst an“ second degrees on two can- tables decorated with flags. The Winchenbach Monday and will make
names of those whose birthdays an indefinite stay.
the home of Mrs. Louise Holbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young and didates Saturday evening.
Charles Robinson of New York city Mrs. Young's two children Malcolm
was a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. and Farilyn Phillips will spend this
John Andrews.
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bertram Gardner who has W. E. Hall, where Mr. Young will do
been a guest the past week of Mrs. some inside painting.
Mabel Withee, returned Saturday to
E. Donald Perry who is employed
her home at Augusta.
at Owls Head was home for the
Miss Mario.n Weidman is confined weekend, returning early Monday
to her home with an attack of morning.
grippe.
Miss Olive Pease closed her school
Miss Helen Dunbar returned Mon in Liberty one week ago and is
day night from a trip to New York spending her vacation at the home
in the interest of Fuller-Cobb-Davis. of her parents.
Arriving in Boston Friday night she
School in this district, taught by
spent a delightful weekend with Mrs. Vernon Tolman (Esther Bry- ’
Rev. and Mrs. Philip C. Hughev in ant) closed Feb. 13.
their home at Jamaica Plain. Sun
The experience of the Lincolnville
day morning she was privileged to dairyman, in negotiating snowdrifts,
attend the Junior service of the has been paralleled by experiences
Ruggles Street Church which was on the Kope-Camden road. Feb. 11
led by Mr. Hughey and in the after A. I. Perry started for Camden in all
noon, the Junior C. E. service of confidence as Mr. Hardy had plowed
which Mrs. Hughey has charge. The the Lincolnville and Hope roads, and
Hugheys are very pleasantly situat everything seemed fair sailing.
ed and enjoying the work in their When he reached the Camden line,
new field.
near the old Wooster farm, he found
What might have proven a very the roads a trackless waste. “Gray
serious accident occurred Monday Baby" bravely plunged in and
afternoon when on the way to Ban wallowing through broke her way al
gor the car owned and driven by most to Camden village. Tough luck.
Mrs. Charlotte C. Dillingham was in What would happen in case of seri- j
collision with one headed in the op ous illness? We need better coopera
Everything goes. It’s the end of this sale—the greatest in our history
posite direction. With Mrs. Dilling tion between towns.
ham were three Camden ladies, Mrs.
and we’re going to wind it up in a blaze of value giving; 267 of the suits
C. P. Brown. Mrs. Alton French and
ROUND POND
and
overcoats remaining from the sale are further reduced and put into
Miss Josephine Wentworth, the lat
Cards have been received here an- I
these three price groups:
ter receiving quite severe cuts and nouncing the marriage of Ravmond
she was taken to a Bangor hospital. Cutler of this place and Miss Muriel
The other three ladies apparently Shaw of Everett, Mass. Friends of
$35 Suits and Overcoats, now reduced to
$40 Suits and Overcoats, new reduced to
were uninjured. Mrs. Dillingham this popular couple wish them much
will remain in Bangor to be near happiness on their journey through
Miss Wentworth during her hospital life.
stay.
The Maple Grove sewing circle met
The Twentieth Century Club will with Mrs. Roy Simmons Feb. 18, with ;
meet at the home of Mrs. Ross 14 members present.
Patterson Friday afternoon. These
Mrs. Warren Weeks who was ac- j
papers will be given; “South Ameri companied by her sister Mrs. Leona
can Countries,” Mrs. Addie Jenkins; Watts to Portland to consult an eye j
$45 Suits and Overcoats, now reduced to
“Life of Henry W. Longfellow,” poem, specialist returned home last week
Mrs. Ada Libby.
much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards
Mrs. Peter Svenson who has been
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Albert confined to the house since last fall
Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Car- by illness, is improving.
roll and son Howard were dinner
Capt. Orlando Fossett is at home
guests Wednesday of Misses Nora for an indefinite stay.
and Emma Gregory at Glencove.
Miss Vivian Richards has closed
A very interesting Farm Bureau her school at Damariscotta Mills and
meeting was held Tuesday at the is home for a few weeks’ vacation.
home of Mrs. W. E. Whitney with 10
Miss Lelia ^Simmons was home to
members present, Mrs. Marie Bisbee spend the weekend with Mr. and
1-2 Off 1-3 Off 1-4 Off
$1.50 Sweaters, 1-2 Price ..................... 75 Men’s 2.50 Caps, 1-2 Price............... $1.25
in charge. Dinner was served at Mrs. Roy Simmons.
$1.67
$1.25
$1.88
$2.50 Pants
2.00 Sweaters, 1-2 Price ............... 1.00 Men’s 1.50 Caps, 1-2 Price.................... 75
I noon.
The afternoon discussion
Miss Cynthia Prentice and Miss
1.75
2.34
2.63
3.50 Pants
J subject was “A Properly Balanced
4.00 Sweaters, 1-2 Price................. 2 00 Men's 1.50 Union Suits, 1-2 Price......... 75
Florence Nichols of Newton, Mass.,
3.00
2.00
2.67
4.00 Pants
Meal,” and much valuable informa are home for a week’s vacation.
5.00 Sweaters, 1-2 Price ................ 2.50 Men’s 2.00 Ribbed Union Suits, 1-2
tion was derived from it.
3.75
2.50
3.34
5.00 Pants
O. A. Poland and Edwin Leeman
Lumberjacks
reduced to .......... 1-2 Price
Price ............................................... 1-09
Members of the Baptist parish will motored to Augusta one day last
3.25
4.88
4.33
6.50 Pants
observe Thursday evening as Church
3.75
5.00
5.63
7.50 Pants
Night with a picnic supper at 6.30 week.
followed by prayer and business
BURKETTVILLE
One-IIalf Price
25 Boys' Suits at
meeting. The committee in charge
Mrs. Blanche Rokes spent Sunday,
consists of Mrs. Christie Whitney, guest of her parents in Washington.
1-2 Price S5.25
*10.50 2-Pant Suits
Mrs. Josephine Wall, Mbs Helen
Women's 5.00 Zippers, 1-2 Price.................. ............................................................. $2.50
Jesse Grinnell has been in Liberty
Small, Miss Arlene Ingraham and the past week with Carl Foye’s fam
1-2 Price S6.25
*12.50 2-Pant Suits,
Women's 2.50 Overshoes, 1-2 Price...........................................................................
1-25
Miss Ruth Orbeton.
ily who have been ill with grippe.
The celebration of Lincoln and
Women
’
s
1.50
Snapover
Shoe
Rubbers,
1-2
Price
...................................................
-75
Sanford Jones and grandson San
SPECIAL $1.50 Heavy Blue Overalls and
Washington Birthday anniversaries ford of Razorville were visitors Sun
One Lot Women's 5.00 Shoes, 1-2 Price.................................................................. 2.50
Jumpers, 1-3 Off; pair........................$1.00
will be held at the G.A.R. hall Fri day at Frank and Robert Esancy's.
day evening by members of Fred A.
One Lot Women's 6.50 Shoes, 1-2 Price .................................................................
X25
Mr . and Mrs. Charles Grinnell
30 pairs Boys’ Long Pants, ages 6 to
Norwood W.R.C., and will be for spent Saturday evening at Arthur
members only. A fine program has Ove.-lock’s, South Liberty.
10 years, $1.50 and $2.00 values; choice
.75
Women’s 150 Felt Slippers, all colors; 1-2 Price .
been arranged and refreshments will
Andrew Rokes, George Miller and
per pair.................................................. .75
be served. Members are asked to Aubert Leiaher were in Rockland
Our Entire Stock of Women's Queen Quality and Enna Jettick Shoes, reduced
furnish cake or fancy cookies.
FULL SIZE ,Plaid Bed Blankets, $1.00
last week.
Several from the Baptist Church
to 1-2,1-3 or 1-4 Off the regular Price.
Medomak Valley Grange conferred
value, 1-2 Price..................... ........... .50
are planning to attend the Mission
ary Convention to be held at Thom
PART WOOL Double Blankets, 70x80.
One Lot Men’s 7.50 and 8.50 Shoes, all sizes in the lot to go for; pair................. 3.95
aston Friday. There will be ad
$4.50 value. Special at........................ $2.95
dresses by returned missionaries and
All our 8.50 Ralston Shoes going for 1-4 off ...........*......................................... 6.37
a very profitable and interesting
gathering is anticipated.
Men’s 1.50 Felt Slippers, 1-2 Price....................................................................................75

Lost 11 Lbs.

Your Child’s Health
and Happiness

Dr Trues Elixir

Station WJZ, New York

LAXATIVE
WORM EXPELLER
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“Red Letter” Days

---------:--------------

Ferry n(ir Ford is ryuipprd irith
four Hotsdaillr douh!r-arting
kydruulir shork uhsorbrrs
ONE of tlie fine things about driving the new Ford is the
way it takes you over the miles without strain or fatigue.

No matter how long the trip, you know it w ill bring you

safely, quickly, comfortably to the journey’s end.
The seats are generously wide, deeply cushioned and

carefully designed to conform to the curves of the body.
Every new Ford has specially designed springs and four
Houdaille

double-acting hydraulic shock absorbers.

These work both ways — up and down. They absorb the

force of road shocks and also provide a cushion against
the rebound of the springs.

Other features that make the new Ford a value far

above the price are the Triplex shatter-proof glass wind

shield, silent, fully enclosed four-wheel brakes, more
than twenty hall and roller bearings, extensive use of

fine steel forgings, aluminum pistons, chrome silicon
alloy

torque-tube

valves,

drive.

Steel

Rustless

ami

unusual accuracy in manufacturing.
In addition, you save many dollars because of the

low first cost of the new Ford, low cost of operation and
up-keep, and low yearly depreciation.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday represent the
“grand finale” of this great One-Half Price Sale

267 Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits and Overcoats Sacrificed at 17.50,20.00,22.50

$20.00

$17.50

$22.50

MEN’S PANTS

Men’s Sweaters at Half Price

SHOES AND RUBBERS

LOW

PRICES

$

OF

FORD

CARS

430 to $630

F. O. R. Detroit, plus freight and delivery. Pumpers and spare tire extra
at small cost. You ran purchase a Ford on economical terms through
the Authorised Ford Finance Flans of the Universal Credit Company.

Men’s Topcoats

“WE DON’T THINK SO”

■> -

v ,

--‘ V5?

-'V't

Brilliant PerformanceIndividual New Beauty—
RARE RIDING COMFORT
I *

>

Next Monday evening, the Rock
ville A. C. will clash with the Rock
port- Alumni basketball team for the
fourth time this season. Three times
defeated the Rockville A. C. will
make its fourth attempt to turn the
tables on the Abnuni. The A. C.
team thinks it can defeat us with a
referee who understands amateur
rules thoroughly, using the alibi that
the referee beat it each time, but we
don't think so. Charles Wotton the
well known Central Board referee
who has handled many fine games in
Rockport and neighboring towns will
do the officiating. It will be a battle
royal. Don't miss it!
Manager of Rockport Almuni
Basketball Team

DEER ISLE
Capt. and Mrs. Walter Scott and
family were guests Sunday of Mr.
BUSI MESS'COUPE
'
and Mrs. Paul Scott.
Mrs. Armstrong who has been em
ployed at the home of Elmer B.
Eaton has returned home to North
Deer Isle.
Alfred Dunham has had electric
lights installed in his home.
The students of McKinley High
Schoo! are presenting “A Henpecked
Hero," in town hall on town meeting
night. The play will be followed by
;
COACH $895
a ball.
- .
All Prices F. O. 8. Detroit
A card party was held at the home
Mr and Mrs. Reynold Lufkin Fri
day evening. There were 15 present
The Greater Hudson Eight has a larger motor. It is faster,
and a jolly evening was passed.
more powerful, quicker in traffic, surprisingly economical
There are several cases of grippe
It has individual new beauty—and Rare Riding Com
about town.
Mrs. Luella Beck and Mrs. Julia
fort. Bodies are insulated against drumming and drafts.
Lufkin made the round trip by plane
Head-room and leg-room are greater. Doors are wider.
Saturday to Bridgton to attend the
Perfect comfort in every seat—no crowding. These are a,
Ice Carnival sponsored by Bridgton
few of the quality features in this Greater Hudson Eight.
Academy, of which Mrs. Lufkin’s
son-in-law is principal.
Leon C. Weed and George C.
Snowman were in Augusta last week
on a business trip. Mr. Weed made
r
BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
the trip home by plane, landing on
the Lily Pond, Mr. Snowman re
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE maining over night in Rockland.

THE GREATER

HUDSON 8

Boys’ and Girls’ Shoes and Rubbers, all at.................................. 1-4 Off Regular Price

AT HALF PRICE
$20.00,
$30.00,
$25.00,
$35.00,

1-2 Price .................
$10.00
1-2 Price ....................................... 15.00
1-2 Price ..................................... 12.50
1-2 Price ....................................... 17.50

Boys’ 1.00 Winter Union Suits, 1-2 Price..................................................................... 50

.75

Men's 3.50 Wool Lined Gloves, 1-2 Price..................................................................

Mens’ $2.50 Broadcloth Shirts, 1-2 Price $1.25

Maine Boy is

Strongest
"WY son, Leonard, suffered with
1V1 his stomach and bowels until

he was quite listless and weak,” says
Mrs. E. Savage, 553 Cumberland
Ave. Portland.
“Now it’s a different story as you i
can see from his picture. He’s strong ,
and full of life. I gave him California
Fig Syrup because my mother used j
it. It increased his appetite, helped !
him wonderfully. Since then 1 have
used California Fig Syrup myself
with benefit as a laxative.”
To show how California Fig Syrup
acts to build up and strengthen halfsick. headachy, constipated children
through giving tone and strength to
weak stomach and bowels, nothing
could he more convincing than
praise like this.
Your doctor will approve the use of
this pure vegetable product—as often
as an impure breath, coated tongue,
listlcssness, feverishness or lack of
sppetite warn of constipation—or to
keep bowels from clogging during
colds or children’s diseases.
When buying, look for the word
California on carton and bottle. That
marks the genuine.

CALI FORNIA

La IG SYRUI*
LAXATIVE-TONIC for CHILDREN

.50

Men’s 1.00 Ties, New Patterns, 1-2 Price

Shirt Sale
Men's $1.50 Soft Collar Shirts. 1-2 Price

Do not fail to come in and look around during this four day “Red Letter’’ Sale as
only a few of the great many bargains are advertised.

4-75

$3.50 Flannel Shirts, 1-2 Price................. $1.75

WOMEN’S DEPARTMENT

Men’s $2.50 Outing Flannel Pajamas, 1-2
price ....................................................... $1-25

Our entire stock of Fall and Winter Coats, Silk and Jersey Dresses, Hats, Cos
tume Jewelry and many other lines reduced to 1-2 Price for these four “Red Letter"

Days.

MEN’S AND BOYS’

Sheepskin Coats
1-2 Price
$10.50 Coats, 1-2
12 5ft Coats, 1-2
15 Oft Coats, 1-2
8.50 Coats, 1-2
10.50 Coats, 1-2
7.50 Coats, 1-2

Price.............. ..............
Price............... .............
Price.............. ..............
Price.............. ..............
Price ............................
Price.............. ..............

$5.25
625
7.50
4.25
5.25
3.75

Our Entire Stock of Hose at Reduced Prices

Women’s 15.00 Coats, 1-2 Price... $ 7.50
Women’s 20.00 Coats, 1-2 Price..... 10.00
Women’s 25.00 Coats, 1-2 Price...... 12.59
Women's 35.00 Coats, 1-2 Price...... 17.50
One Lot Silk Hose, 1-2 Price...............59
One Lot 1.65 Silk Hose, 1-2 Price..........83
2.00 Costume Jewelry, 1-2 Price .... 1.0*
LOO Costume Jewelry, 1-2 Price..........58

We Invite Your Inspection

SILK DRESSES, 1-2 PRICE
7.50 Silk Dresses, 1-2 Price ............ $3.75
10.50 Silk Dresses, 1-2 Price .......... 5.25
13.50 Silk Dresses, 1-2 Price .......... 6.75
FELT HATS AT 1-2 PRICE
2.00 Felt Hats, 1-2 Price................. $1.00
3.00 Felt Hats, 1-2 Price ................. 1.50
4.50 Felt Hats, 1-2 Price................. 2-25

Come In and Look Around

Dial 484 For Prompt Service

Stores Open Evenings

HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN, MAINE

f

Page Six

Every-Other-Day
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'ister Miss Charlena Emery of Port
The meeting of the W. C. T. U. land. Cards and games were en
which was planned for Friday will joyed. with decorations and refresh
ments in keeping with Washington'1:
i be omitted
The Pythian Circle will meet with
gUe£*
Mrs. Bertha Frost. Elm street, Fri- Evelyn Beckett, Charlotte Dyer.
Barbara
Feyler.
Evangeline Paquin.
' day afternoon and evening, with
Phyllis Belasco. Pauline McLain.
picnic supper
1 Stanley Miller who had partly Elizabeth Woodcock, and the guest
recovered from a sickness has hac of honor and Forrest Grafton, Roi land Paquin. Randolph Henderson
! another attack.
The sum of $27 was realized from ^**"2 S‘^' M?‘Coln!
the card party of the Gen Knox Creighton, Donald Anderson and
I chapter. D. A. R. at the Knox Hotel Wilbur W. Strong.
Thursday evening will be “visitors'
Monday evening.
Ralph Carroll went to Union Wed night" at the Rockland Baptist
Church special services, led by Dr
nesday on business.
John Tillson is ill at his home in R. E. Neighbour, and the pastor Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald has sent an
, thc Levensaler block.
A wildcat is reported to be roaming invitation to members of the Thomthe woods on the George McCarter tf™ ^‘^^nra
W‘,th
place in North Cushing. A party of 13?he
ifPu
'hunters is on his trail
"ill be omitted and it is hoped that
Miss Angelia Upham has returned ,a
aT?081
to Augusta after spending the holi- te^nsA^e CRC Cub
day with her parents.
ns,
C*3 C club at dlnncr
C. A. Morse * Son resumed work
?TiS" Jam.es street,
in their boat shop Monday, with
,™b T .
, Kate Cl^*'
about fifteen men at work.
±
6,11
Miss Alice Felt is on vacation from
Whitney, Mrs.
Keene (New Hampshire) Normal Miss Alice Hall M
AgnCS Hanley'
School.
Reservations are now in order for
Because of th'e D. A. R. party at
card party to be held in the
the Knox Hotel Monday, the Monday the
Legion
rooms March 6. Phone the
Club met Tuesdav with Mrs. Clifford
Clark* The members of this chib are “maT or*Ato. ”°T AnS'
«nl^„C0^dCU^ ^s^d^iXoTdXt^
Clifford Clark. Miss Hanley was thc
Ee‘‘aTtend^

THOMASTON

Week End Sale

■:ie«l6l«WW«««B*«!O<’«’«W<««<*4*+*8*+*M>*+*>*H*«*l*'M**l**!*++>J*+++*>*M4**++++++*M*++++«4***"5*<*+*t*+**♦1.
In Everybody’s Column

■».

•••

*•* •••••* *•*

*•**•*

• MISCELLANEOUS ;
ie
••• •••

❖
DO MORE EGGS and milk at less
❖
❖ cost appeal to you? Then feed Elmore's
a
_
poultry and dairy feeds. Pull line of
feedstuffs. Local and long distance de_ 1 liveries. ECONOMY FLOUR & PEED CO.,
M ♦ ............ ... .► .► — ... ■- ♦ ... r Holmes st at r. r. tracks and adjoin, .«. .».
*•* *•* *•* *•* *•« *••
Advertisements ln th’s column uot to
T •
* Ing airport. Wholesale and retail. Phone
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
• 1201.
______ 25*26-29
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
I 4
FOR SALE
SITUATIONS
lines 5 cents each for one time, 10 cents
•
CAN ANY’ ONE give me authentic ln♦ I 4b>
for three times. Six words make a line. ?
*•• — — •- *•• *•* *•• ••• *•• •••
formation regarding the birth date and
„
... ♦
... ♦ ♦ ••• ■•••.. w,
death date of Lieut. James Thompson
$»■•.«•>*••*••••* *•* *•* *•*•••*•« *•• *•• *•* *•* P*
wumtxn wanted
wanveu for general house
REPOSSESSED Oil Burners for sale who was a soldier In the wa.• ol.the
MEN’S
WOMAN
Apply to ALONZO OLSEN. 4, Guaranteed as good as new $35 Terms, Revolution. Address O F. BROWN 61
j LOST AND FOUND ; work
25*27 I If“de7lrcd7
LOAN ™
CO..Jj Western Avenue. Bath, Me._______ 2.V26
25*26
Gleason St . Thomaston. Me.
-------- CONFIDENTIAL
—
_______ 23-28
rcCIS cellars cleaned, paint and cellYOUNG MAN 19 years wants position, 431 Main St. Tel. 190.
P *•* ••* *•* *•* *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* *•« *•• *•• *•* $• will do anything Apply to DAN BROWN. RANOEL-Comblnation .coal and gas. ' bigs^ashed^ Aboard wm bring us.^EV.
Gen Del . Rockland.
25*26 Atlantic, original cost 1148. good as new. ERETT B. GRAY. 12 Willow St.
POCKETBOOK lost Wednesday be
23*25
VOCAL LES'ONS By Mrs. Hazel AtYOUNG MAN desires employment of - Sells for $50. TEL. 1166.
tween Charles Cargill's Market and 46 anyTlnd.
ROBERT LLOYD? 12" Wllfow
FOR SALE—Glenwood stove, combi- wood at B &F. W. Iroonw Mradays
Crescent St. TEL 851-J.
25-27 St
e* .
_ tion“coal.and, —
$,„* closet and coll. and Thursdays from 1.30 to 5 p. m. m_____________________ 2A»2fi
25*26 ' na
gas. hot
lessons. No class work. TEL.
$1 REW’ARD for return of black and
POSITION wanted to do housework First class condition. 185 BROADWAY dividual
25*20
brown plush robe. Lost in Warren. F. by honest, reliable woman Apply MRS Tel. 1179-W._________
21-tf 1086.
D. ROWE.
25*26 M. E O . 29 Warren St.. City.
„
. ... . . k PAINTING in all its branches. C. E.
25*26
FOR SALE Dry cord wood, $10; Junks. YOUNG AND SON. TeL 385-6. Owl's
POCKETBOOK with money and key
MAN wants work of any kind. $i?: wood fitted and under cover. $14. O. Head.
25*20
lost Tuesday morning. TEL. 243.
24*26 • noYOUNG
work too small or too large. LESLIE h. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
MARCELLING bv appointment. MRS.
PARTRIDGE. Winter St.. Rockport.
under cover.TE K. SMALL, 18 Gay St. Tel. 737-M.
P
••• *•* *»A *•* *•* ••* •- ••* ••* ••* ••* ••• ••* I*
25*26
mbs,'
long. $10; fitted. $14; Junks $12; lim
’
POSITION desired as housekeeper In : $w ' T j CARROLL. Tel. 263-21: 14-tf . PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON. Regular
|
__________
♦
small adult family, or wUl care for semi- Z-------------------------------------------------------WANTED
invalid. Experienced, trustworthy. AdpoR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds, iMonday and Tuesdav specials, shampoo
25*26
dress, E. D.. 14 DUNN ST.. Thomaston. aiso some nice hound pups. Now is the and waves $1 PHONE 898.
l»
,
.«. .«.
IP Tel. 25-21.____________________ 25*26 ( time to get yourfv R. W. JEWELL. Glen
NOW IS THE TIME to saw your wood.
15-tf
Let
SAWYER
BROS,
do
the
job.
Rock

LABORER would like chance to work ' cove. Me. Tel. 256-4
75-LB SECOND HAND ANCHOR: 14 ft.
land. Tel. 357-R.
25*26
do anything. GEORGE P. DEAN , SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER, vei
second hand peapod for lobstering; Will
25*26 cheap. Working order. PHILIP THO
15 ROUGH DRY washings wanted.
short lengths 3-16 in. second hand chain 26 Shaw Avenue.
Mail card and we will call. MRS. EV25 MEN AND WOMEN wanted to take 6 Chestnut St.___________________ 25 ,
15. 16. 19 and 20 in. barrel bottoms, and
ERETT
B. GRAY, 12 Willow St.
25*26
cheap staves. Also computing scales.1 orders for Christy Products. 50 percent
At a bargain 6-room house, sun parYour Choice of Our Entire Stock of Coats
HARMON. Rockland.
25*26 commission. S. W. BRADFORD. Friendi-or
privilege,
good , YOU
r. . .<xr*
— - ,* >2 acre
----- - - land,
---------- - shore
--------r- o-- v.
i
are uiInvited
> ilcu w
to inspect our vcurtain
...
24 20 out buildings. 4 good fruit trees. Good and drapery department. F. J. SIMONORDERS for home cooking wanted.' sh*p
for general housework. Apply opportunity for fisherman or quiet sum- ton CO. Department Store. Main SL
Plain Colors and Plaids
25*26 . GIRL
209 MAIN ST. TeL 144-J.
viAEVij
iv
---------__
24-tf mer Place. L. E. DAVIS. Box 81. Port Rockland.
__________ 25*26
BEECH ST., or PHONE 1055.
WASHINGS and ironings wanted _69
______
----------------------------------------- ’
YOU WILL WANT some of our special
MRS VESPER GROVER. 172 North Main
WANTED— Position as chef or all ffidBARGAINS in green enamel Turkish Towels now on sale. 4 for $1
Astor Simmons who has made his , be^“si^g ^AormeXme^n Uhs St Tel. 1088
Best
of references. Can * SPECIAL
:_______ ________________________ 25*26
”__ : round
” orcook.
.v
haracf t pfrry 5 ware
ware-—two price ranges 1 lot 25 cents
cents. and 6 for $1. F. J. SIMONTON CO.
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRAMMAR ^rt\w£rth St Thomastoi ’
7.^ the other 98 cents. Look them over
25*26
Abiatha[°Mank. WadXorth'sUeelis
"turning today to Washing- -HOOL
wants blotters
blotters <(advertising
advertlslnu Wadsworth St.. 1 nomasioi.
/u CRIE
R,F HARDWARE
08 Main
Main Strppt
SCHOOL wants
HARDWARE co
CO.. 4408
Street
SEE our $1.95 Broadcloth Pajamas.
________________________________
25*26
and
back
numbers
of
National
Geog!
now staying with his sister, Mrs. 1
25*26
raphlc Magazine for note book. Address |
•«. •«. ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• >•« I* | GOOD CLOTHES on sale at low prices, F. J. SIMONTON CO.
Rena Wotton. Beechwoods street.
from Portland where
the teacher. MRS. A. F. SLEEPER, and
This ad will be accepted as
at MIKE ARMATA'S. The Men's Shop. 10cSPECIAL
Stephen Barrv made a short visit dauffhter Mrs naritnn h ls‘ted her the material will be called for.
25*26
toward the cash purchase of any
AUTOMOBILES
! Park St.
25*26
to his mother, on his return to the da“/hteLMra- Carlton Hammond.
jack knife or can of paint in our stock.
HOME cooking, candy making, sewing 4
RABBITS. Flemish Giants and a few If presented before March 15. H. H. CRIE
mix).
1
- French
MRS- 1I *1
University of Maine from Boston.
Ml8S Sarah Llnnell has returned •r mending to do at home. 804-J
Reds. Good stock. Prices rea & CO.. 456 Main St.. Rockland.
25*26
-«•••••• ••• ••• r
The Cliataneet Club will meet this jfrom a trip to New York in the in- ETHEL BUTLER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 25*26
sonable. Inquire J. H. HOLBROOK. 7
THERE IS SATISFACTION in buying
FORD SNOWMOBILE light truck for Achorn St., or Tel. 639-W.
25*26
“THE STORE FOR MEN’’
Thursday evening with Mrs. Wil- terests of Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
our “Humming Bird’ pure silk, full fash
WORK of any kind wanted. Experi-' sale. Waford gear shift, good as new,
TURNIPS at 50c. bushel. ioned hose at $1 and $1.35 per pair, all
liam Stone. Pleasant street.
About 30 members of the Federat- enced farm and poultry. Odd jobs at- i price right. H. L. BOSSA. Friendship, i r 30T BUSHELS
.FATPc vriondcHin
25*26
colors. F. J. SIMONTON CO.
25*26
tended
to.
L.
P.
NEWBERT.
4
Donohue
25*26
£
l
.
L
.
FALES
»
Friendship.
Mrs. Earl Coates is reported some- ed Church met Tuesday in the Con7 x 11 PEARL PRINTING PRESS for
25*26 ; DON'T THROW AWAY your old batWATCH <fc CLOCK repairing. Work
| what better of her illness.
gregational vestry for supper and a Court.
PATIENTS desired for massaging. Re- tcrles. JJust try Nu Life, it makes them! sale with throwoff and motor attached called for and delivered in city. Tel.
Mr and Mrs. George Bragdor. who social evening following an afteref to aJl rheumatism. neuriUs and good as new. I_wiU take orders^at unv ^nme
MOUNTAIN CO. Rock^ancL 1158-W. S. A. MACOMBER. 23 Amsbury
spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. noon spent in sewing. The supper lief
St.. Rockland. Me
20*32
Call 522-R.
City.
Batteries
spinal
ailments. Graduate of Russian time.
"It is only too true that a girl's William Gilchrest have returned to committee was Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Mrs School of
Newspaper
circulations
have
DRY SLAB WOOD, sawed in stove
Masseur. Apply to MARY charged while you wait. PERCY LLOYD
MARCEL WAVING. 50c. MADELYN
jumped in Russia. But, of course, ideal is often shattered," says a writ Hebron.
25*26
lengths,
delivered
$9
cord;
also
dry
soft
25*26 Rockland
Walter Willey, Mrs. Lucy Weston FINEGOLD. Tel. 1089-Y
McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a
that's where newspapers really arc er. More often he's just broke —
o*,8th°BBy ,Kll^*mdono?5^ few steps from Main St.________ 14*25tf
Mrs. Mary Marden of Portland Mrs. E. E. Studley, Miss Harriet
PLAIN SEWING, hemstitching, letter__________
The Humorist (London*.
Ing.
mending,
etc.
LOTTA
SKINNER,
price
$25
LESLIE
PARTRIDGE.
Winter
Red—Wichita Beacon.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawa
was the weekend guest of Mrs. John Dunn.
There followed an imTONS OF NICE HAY. delivered ' and repair vour furniture at 216 LIMEHewett.
promptu musical and dramatic pro- 160 South Main St. TeL 501-W. 25*26 St.. Rockport.____________________ 25*26 or^A atFEW
barn
at
Head
of
the
Bay.
TEL
ROCK
ST. Tel. 1010.
15-tf
HALF TON Delivery Truck for sale.
QUARRYMEN are wanted at once
George Little has been transferred gram in which everyone present Was to 18buy
18 pairs of white rubber leather NYE'S GARAGE. 515 Main St. Tel. 585
: LADIES—Reliable stock of hair good»
from Rockland to Augusta.
induced to take part., with highly tops at $2.98. Less than half price. Mc25*26
CREAM SEPARATOR. $5: lock cutter, at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
bone grinder. $5; hand cider press, Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spalding entertaining results. The dramatiza- LAIN SHOE STORE. 432 Main St.. Rock
3 32 x 600 H D USED TIRES One or $5.
$2;
corn sheller. $2; hay knife $1; cross I Tel. 519-J.
15-tf
land.
25*26
and son were visitors of Mr. Spalding's tion of familiar Mother Goose
all. GUY DOUGLASS. 51 Park St. 25*26
»l
lt
CLINTON1 THURSTON.' Rcwkvllle^’
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
CHILDREN to board, best of care, nice
rhymes caused much merriment
parents on Hyler street recently.
1927 FORD COUPE with wire whee.s.
25-26 copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
bumpers, gear shift, shock absorbers
Miss Mildred Demmons has re- The program leaders were Mrs. R. O milk. MRS. L. E. LAMSON Tel. 352-11
25*26 and many other extras, in good me ——------- —— ----------------------------- — home news, at Hotallng’s agency, 308
VERMONT
marble
slab.
10
ft.
x
4 ft West 40th St.
turned to the Lesley School in Cam Elliot and Miss Margaret G. Ruggle1
NEW TOWN brooder stove, must be chanical condition, price $85. A. I.A1NE.
ablv seconded by Rev. H. F. Leach inA good
bridge. after a week at home.
.15*26 ft 2X I2nmches?Os’lare rJ?kar3blft'. x 2ftft.XOut-' ELECTRICAL WIRING desired and escondition, size 11. Cheap for 6 Water St.. Thomaston.
FOR THIS WEEK WE OFFER
cash. C. A. BRAZIER, Waldoboro. Me..
A team of four horses has recent- and Howard Wood.
TWO GOOD BUICKS. 1926 2-door. Ch«tnutnste’TlfeP199PHILIP TH°M^2?; o^te
M^RE.^lTBunker
25*27 $250;
1927 4-door. $475. LEWISTON BUly passed through town twice, haul
Miss Christine E. Moore returns to R D 3.
25*26
Tel. 246-X.
WASHINGS. wet and rough dry. price . ICK CO.. Park St.
25*26
ing each time a large shade tree. Boston today after a short stay at
BLOOD WORMS and minnows for
Called for and delivered
CLASS LESSONS in Plano. 4 in a class.
sale.
NYE'S
GARAGE.
515
Main
St..
Tel.
These are said to have been loaded the Knox Hotel. Tuesday afternoon reasonable.
MRS THERESA GRAY. 12 Willow St.
25**26 * 50c eactl- Private lessons. $1 ner ’2 hour.
585.
at Camden with Pleasant Point for members of the Sewing Club met in24-26
' One lesson free of charge to March 11.
TWO
NEW
milch
cows
with
calves
for MABEL F. LAMB. Tel. 786-M. Rockland,
their
destination,
and
were
for
the
formally
with
Mrs.
George
Cross,
POULTRY" wanted, large or small lots •
—AT
sale
by
JOSEPH
C.
INGRAHAM.
West
25*26
summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gleason street, to greet Miss Moore PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St.. I
TO LET
Meadow Road.------------------------------ 25^26
pruning, grafting, trees taken down;
23*25 ?
and also to surprise Miss Elisabeth Rockland. Tel. 806-J.
Gray there.
KITES. Come and get them boys— agent Chase Bros, nurseries.
A. J.
•••
•••
A cooked food sale will be held Washburn on her birthday anniver SECOND HAND Pool Tables in good
bow. diamond. 4 and 6 cornered._ 10 and HENRY. Thomaston. Tel. 32-3. 25*26-38
wanted by H. A. BUBER Tel
Friday afternoon at R. W. Walsh’s sary. Anagrams were played and a condition
Park1 St ’“el*1441-°$?ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLO ring 1-2, Warren.
23-26
SIX-ROOM HOUSE. 146 Limerock St LEE^MS
Ltt. ZM Park st. IC1. 441 M
20 2b LEOS offers a complete training in all
i store by the Auxiliary of Williams- birthday cake gorgeous with lighted ___________________________________
WANTED—Pair single bob sleds, one- TEL. 819-W.______________________23*26
CEMETERY
LOT for sale in the Old branches of business science. Fit your
Brazier Post. Attention is called to candles was an attractive feature.
horse cart. cow. eleven or twelve hun
SAXOPHONE, trombone and other In- Union or Newcomb Cemetery. Warren. self for a better position. Enroll now.
! the change in date as announced in
The correspondent has received a dred horse, work harness. E. B. ROB- struments for rental. EMMA HARVIE, E P. LEWIS. Warren. P. O Box 207.
These arc thc kind wc have sold all winter at S1.25. Look them over.
TEL. 994 or 990-M.
25*26
Friendship St., Waldoboro, io Berkeley Street.
_________ 25*26
' the last issue of this paper.
25*26
personal letter from Mrs. Abbie F. ERTSON.
22*24
PAINTING, paper hanging and cciiMr. and Mrs. Earl Woodcock en Rice, written in San Jose. Calif Me.
FIVE ROOM. ,TENEMENT,
bath,
all
.
_
t
3-BURNER OIL STOVE; flat top desk i ings whitened, at the same old prices,
WANTED—Skates to sharpen. We modern, good location.
Ocean streec. WRh 9 drawers; plow; prison pung: cut-' FOREST K HATCH. Tel. 307-W.
tertained a merry party of High where she is visiting her niece, Mrs. harpen
them while you wait, and sharp- ____
down______
stairs. ___
Call...
at_________
340 Main ______
Street, -uh
tivator;
contractor wagon, prison made,
made. i•
25*26
Our New Spring Goods are coming in at this time and wc shall have
School boys and girls Tuesdav eve. R. L. Collins, known to many here SgM.m
HARDWARE CO- PHILIP SULIDES. Opp. Strand Theatre EFFIE ’ M CLARK. 32 Oliver St. Tel.iHERMAN W. PAYSON, Head of the
9-25
25*26 329-R
ning in honor of Mrs. Woodcock's; as Nellie Robinson. After looking 408 Nlain St., Rockland.
25 •26-29
T
thc nicest line we ever had and at thc lowest prices ever.
— Bav. ls prepared to do your carpenter
PARTY with $50 000 to take
interest
FURNISHED ROOMS. Call Ot 209
_________ ______
______
_____ra^J
_ work, painting and paper hanging.
over The Courier-Gazette items and
CROSLEY.
3-tube.____
long
distance
new invention; a combination of two MAIN ST. Tel. 144-J.
25*26 dio. complete with new batteries, loud
noting the vigorous weather experi In
25*26
small necessities that have been in daily
IT WILL
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 3 rooms speaker, etc. One pair short distance
enced here, she writes: "It is too bad use by millions of people for many years.
Dhone instruments.
7 lame vol (’il INSIDE
Painting
and
Ceilings
telephone
Instruments.
partly
furnished.
Available
March
1.
Ap

you are not all out here, among flow It is practical, convenient and econo plv RALPH RICHARDS. 25 Franklin St leather
leather bound!
bound! electrical
electrical books.
Tie
painting
at_ readoom.
u.e,.whitened; also outside
A t? ’ maotam
'’ ao7
r»in
a tremendous demand is antici
HAUNT YOU
25*26
on one Item, or all will be so low j
Road C|ivE TH°^22°N' 4?25*29
ering trees, lawns and hills brilliant mical;
-----pated Said party to join Inventor in Tel. 526-R.
_____
________
.
„
-7^that
you'll
surely
be
satisfied.
Applv
at
'
U°t*
nt
/
Boad
c
lty.
TeL
122.
25
29
ly green, glory of sunshine over it forming corporation for promoting
FURNISHED COTTAGES in Bayside. 124 THOMASTON ST.. City.
1 ———
all, yet the air crisp and invigorat same. Address BOX 235. Thomaston Me. Northport. Me . electric lights, running
SAILBOAT 40 ft. long for sale at a
25*29 water. Two minutes to stores. P O .
ing. Early plants, jonquils, tulips,
FOR SALE
tennis grounds and golf course. A. W. bargain. E. V. SHEA, The Lauriette Tel
1269.
25*26
GREGORY, 416 Main St.. Rockland.
hyacinths, are shoeing a perfect riot ________________________________25*26
STEVENS 12 gauge pump gun: rabbit
COMPLETE line of grain, flour and
of colors in dooryards and gardens
TWO ROOM APARTMENT at FOSS hound 3 yrs. old: also concrete block feeds Highest quality at lowest prices.
ill over this attractive city." Of HOUSE. 77 Park St.
25*26 machine. ELLIS YOUNG, 10 Georges St.. Truck load deliveries within 25 miles of
Thomaston.
Rockland. Distributors of Elmore's Fa
Thomaston people, she has met Mrs.
i-ROOM COTTAGE, furnished. 2-car
Dairy *
& Poultry
Poultry Feeds
Feeds. WholeOlive Delano Levensaler. and was -arage-to let for the season. Located at HAMBURG STEAK, pork chops, pork. mous Damy
gnoiegoing to Palo Alto for a social after- ' OwPs Head Apply NELSON B. COBB at roasts, minced ham. fraukfurts. butter, sale
and
retail.Ac Local
deliveries.
ECON
OMY
FLOUR
FEED
CO
.
Holmes
St.,
noon when She expected ?o meet ■
25*26 lard .etc. . Lowest prices, hlghest.quatitv free delivery Tel 1061 SNOW Ac
B Tracks, opp. Airport. Phone 1201.
LOT
OF
..
land
.
45
x
60
leet
_
between
ROGERS.
25*2C
______________________________
25*2629
Mrs. Warren Mills and her daugh Main and Union streets. Will let. lease
,e,
ROUND OAK RANGE, practically new, ( LARGE POTTED PALM. 4 to 5 feet
ters, also the daughters of former or sell. JOHN M. RICHARDSON. Tel
25*26 also a Hub Heater.
Priced right.
high. n 5 Ixnniitv
to 6 feet
spread. Over u0 years
warden of the Maine State Prison 770, Rockland.________________________
..
__ PHONE:
_ „1,1 nrad
. Trimitrn
A
1057-W. or call at 166 MAIN ST. 25*26 old and a beauty. • Inquire MRS. A.
Mr. Bean. To Mrs. Rice “the lines
FURNISHED 2-ROOM APARTMENT;
PALMER. 10 Jefferson St.. Rockland.
HAY.
ln
the
barn.
$10
ton.
V.
T
25*26
J
also
furnished
single
rooms
for
light
are fallen in pleasant places."
housekeeping, modern conveniences, free JOHNSON, Lake Avenue. Tel. 352-32.
FINE WALL PAPERS in excellent
lights and water. Apply 2 WILLOW ST. _______________ _________________ 23*26 latest
patterns. Special gift line of hand
25*29
BIRD HOUSES, attractive designs painted articles. YE WALL PAPER
SOUTH WALDOEORO
UPSTAIRS TENEMENT. 3 rooms part- Rome already made up. Orders will be SKOPPE Tel 518-M, MRS. MILLIE F.
for others. R. L. JONES, xvock- THOMAS, Proprietor___ __________ 25*26
Miss Gladvs Bailey of .he village lv furnished, to let after March 1. taken
land Highlands. Tel. 794-W.
25*26
spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. RALPH Richards. 25 Franklin st
STOVERS PRIDE FLOUR at 73 cents
PINE LUMBER, high grade standing per bag. Think that over but think
Hamlin
Scofield.
...
„
_
„
. _ .
ALL MODERN 5-room house to let 182 pine lumber, near main road. Estimated fast as the quantity is limited. FLINT’S
Miss Frances Crowell and Freda Broadwav. mrs william lufkin. 75 to 100 thousand feet. Apply C. J. MARKET. 262 Main St. TeL 148. 25*26
Dalton were Sunday guests at A. J. j Tei. 715-j._______________________ 24-26 MATHEWS. Simonton Road. West Rock NOT A "FOR. SALE" but a "give
__________
25*26
Genthner's.
' kitchenette apartment in Law- port.
away" ad is this one. for they are giving
wall paper bargains away double S. A: H Stamps at Gonia's
The Methodist ladies' aid will meet I rie“''
foc rent- Tei. 405 areREMARKABLE
offered
at
the
C.
M.
Blake
Wall
Pa

whether It is straight wall paper or
March 4 with Mrs. Nellie Wallace. ' COPPER klttle.
per Store—10 rolls and 20 yards of bor sale price paper See GONIA'S big stock
der
for
$1.
Think
it
over
—
5
rooms
paMr. and Mrs. Edgar Winchcnbach
pppspatt
first.
25*28
were
SJ' IntIulrc ROSE PREbc2,
TT; per
P,'r<'d .sfor
$5. C. M BLAKE WALL PAwere in
in Bancor
oangor WerlnPAriav
weanesaay of
oi last
last 240 Broadway.
24-26
tore. Tei. i06i. P-nekiand
week.
- -------------------------------------------------25*26 H •••
TO LET—Modern rent ln brick house
••• ••• ••• ••• *•■*•*•••*•• *•• ••• ■•* *•*
Mr., and Mrs. Eben Buker of Rich i at 157 Talbot Ave., oanveoTAwi
vacated by Supt
ft? , i TRUCK COVERS for all makes of cars,
mond were weekend guests at G. A. |
overness sarkesian. Tei an priCes. rockland awning co
; EGGS AND CHICKS;
Palmer's. Mrs. Seena Winchenbach
■ --------------------------------------- H. E. Simmons. Supt. 18 willow st.
25*25
TO LET—Five rooTn house, modern, on
returned with them for
visit.
•••
•••
*•* ••* *•• ■•* ’*■
J 11a 04
J,
r I Court St. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
REBUILT typewriter, standard size,
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Studley of ! Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
9-tl perfect
condition $10; National credit
West Warren were at R. T. WinchenTO LET—On Warren St., 6 loom tene file $93. HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK CO
25*26
bach's Sunday.
ment, $22; 7-room tenement, $23.50
Both
have gasand electricity
Very
SEWING MACHINE, ln good condlMr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach
Jtlon, will sell cheap. CALL 1018-W
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel.
577. 4-tl
25*26
Oliver Brown in Bath.
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
NEW ELECTRICALLY recorded phon
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U ograph
records, fox trots, waltzes, stand
COLLINS. 375 Main St. TeL 77.
io-« ard and popular songs. Thousands to
ASH POINT
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St choose from. 35 cents each, 3 for $1
25*26
Mrs. Belle Lewis entertained at ' mrs w. s. kenniston, 176 Main st MAINE MUSIC STORE
SLEIGH, price $7. Inquire PARKER
bridge Tuesday evening in honor of T?1'. 874'w____________________ 15*M
Mrs. Harvcje Crowley, honors falling ! .,7° LET—Five room furnished apart . MERRIAM. Owls Head. Tel. 388-12.
25*26 to Mrs. Crowley and Mrs. Lewis.
nE^ST1 lmpr°''emenU' InQUlr%.“'f
TO LET YOU KNOW how to get more
PUPPIES,
half
German
police
and
half eggs and milk. Feed Elmore’s quality
Mrs. S. O. Hurd entertained Mon- | ————
collie. Very handsome. Priced right for Poultry Ac Dairy Feeds. Our full line
dav afternoon Mrs. Jane Bassick.
sale.
MRS. H. G. WINCHEN is quality first and at lowest prices. Bag
••• ••* *•• *•*«••>•<••.••• ••• •».
•••
II* quick
BACH, Friendship Road. South Waldo lots delivered anywhere in city limits.
Mrs. Charles Watts had as guests [ .
i
boro.
25*26 Truck-loads to nearby towns. ECON
recently Mrs. Floribel Allen and | ,
REAL ESTATE
SILVER tone phonograph, disk model OMY FLOUR Ac FEED CO. Holmes St. at
Mrs. Lizzie Babb
*
Good condition. Price $12 including 75 R R. Tracks, Rockland, Me. Adjoining
25*26-29
*•* ••* *•* *•• *•* ••• ••• *•* *•• *•*
records. ALVIN E. WALLACE. Friend- Airport Tel. 1201.
ship road. South Waldoboro.
25*26
CHICKS- Canfield's quality chicks—Di
GROSS NECK
135 ACRE FARM, stock and equipment
rect
from
the
hatchery
—
100%
delivery
BIRD GLASSES for sale—fine condi
guaranteed. All breeds, all colors $15
TVfiss
Ior rton
sale- aestimated
Miss Fvelun
Evelyn Wqlt.v
waltz nf
oi Rnrkvilln
Rockville, I MO
. sprowl3,000
. 16 cords
Southwood!
st., tion. Priced very reasonable. TEL. 722-M. per hundred. Leghorns. $14. Mixed $13.
25*26
Conn., spent the weekend and holi Rockland._____________
25*26 Rockland.
Cash with order or C.O.D.. by parcel
BRAIDED RUG 5.7x9. made from post, charges prepaid. Book your orders
dav with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
FARMS large and small, for sale ln allHAND
new wool material. Reasonably priced. now at these low prices for quality
Union.
Hope
West
Appleton.
Waren
Alden Waltz.
DAVIS. Waldoboro, chicks delivered right to your door.
and West Rockport: also shore property Friendship Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach on
25*26 ECONOMY FLOUR Ac FEED CO.. Holmes
Crawford Pond. Scventree Pond and
and daughters were in Friendship re Lermond Pond M R. MILLER. East
DALTON CASH REGISTER, nine fig St . At R R tracks, opp. airport. All
chicks shipped direct from hatchery.
ures;
Model
K-45;
Buick
roadster;
5-tube
Union. Tel. 18-32. Union.
25*29
cently.
25*26-29
radio receiver for sale Tel. 1201.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross and chil
25-ACRE Farm for sale In Warren, 5 Browning-Drake
at
reasonable
prices.
C.
A.
LAMSON.
CYPHERS
INCUBATORS
for
sale.
200
miles
from
Rockland
E.
P.
LEWIS.
Riv

dren of Waldoboro spent last week
Rockville.
25*26 and 240 egg capacity. MRS. H. P.
with his parents M *. and Mrs. Wil erside St.. Warren. P. O. Box 207. 25*26
BUCHANAN. Camden. Tel. 2597.
25*26
FLEMISH
Giant
anft
Chinchilla
rabFARM consisting of 70 acres situated
liam Gross.
PRAIRIE STATE Incubator for sale,
on the south side of Mt. Pleasant and bits from Stahl’s gold certificate regis
Albion Genthncr ls visiting rela overlooking Penobscot Bay and Islands tered stock WESLEY WINCAPAW. Ten 3C0-egg size; also Buffalo Incubator. 240ant's
Harbor,
Glenmere
Road.
egg
size, in good condition. M. W. SIM
tives in Lawrv, and South Waldoboro. Would be a delightful place for summer
25*26 MONS. South Thomaston. Me.
25*26
hotel. Price on application. ALTON T,
Miss Alcada Genthncr spent last, RUSSELL.
Rockland. R.R. 1, Box 108-A.
ELECTRIC STOVE. A-l condition
s.C.R I. Red Chicks for sale. Bred for
week with Mrs. Eddie Howell in Wal
25*26
om1’ r»Pr!c.e $?5' 25*2fil production,
color
and type. State tested
v»..n---------i»-------FARM consisting of 50 acres situated at 72 CAMDEN ST.. Rockland.
doboro.
Mr and Mrs. Dewev Winchenbach In West Rockport, (i mile from P.O.,
CANVAS of all weights and price; Prices for May and June 100 to 500 $15:
churrjLi and school. Plenty ol
proof duck. Preservo water proof 500 to 1,000. $14 ; 1.000 and over $13 per
and daughters were Sunday vie ,ors near
water, level fields, fine location, house water
ing for old canvas covers; boat covers.. hundred. M. M. KINNEY, Thomaston,
at Freelon Vannah's, South Waldo and barn connected, good stock farm. truck
24*30
covers, etc., built to order. Used St. George Road.____________
Price on application Inquire of ALTON awnings
boro.
at low price for painters' use
SETTING of geese eggs wanted.
T
RUSSELL.
RR
1,
Box.
108-A.
Rock
truckmen,
etc.
ROCKLAND
AWNING
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morse of land. Me.
25*26 CO.. H. E. Simmons Supt.. 18 Willow St. CLEVELAND SLEEPER. JR.. 431 Main
Street. ___________________
23-25
Waldoboro
spent
the
’**•*“
‘
_ weekend with
pO3 SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms Rockland.
25*26
-------- 1 FOR SALE—R I. Red Chicks. State
ter parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frankie and bath ga,age. a. b. HIGGS. 140 Tai
WINCHESTER
12-gauge
automatic1 accredited $18 per 100. W. L. MERRIAM,
Simmor.s.
i bot Ave Tel. 711.
16-tf shotgun
excellent condition price $25 union. Maine. Telephone 8-5.
21-tf
Mrs. Me* tie Booth of Kaler’s CorSIGN
DISC
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage, M. C>. YOUNG. Valley View St. Tel. 1117.- --------------------------- —-------------------------ner, Mrs. Annie Nash and Mrs. Mary electric lights and water, double lot of _________________________________25*26; S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
ORTHOPHONIC vlctrola. cabinet style standard utility stock. Maine accredited,
Creamer of West Waldoboro, visited land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
rent plan. 51500. $15 month. V. F. with records, reasonable price. C. ti.i
7?^'
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz, Sunday. STUDLEY.
ins Tininn
w
100. $20;
$19, 1000
and up,
69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 12-tf QTFVF*4q
STEVENS, 102
Union sir
St. Tel
Tel. lns
105-W.
. *. Price
Jlg Hper
‘atchlng
eggs 500,
Wrlte
or phone
. E.
------------------------------------------------- 1 C. TEAGUE, Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
FRAMED
MED PICTURES, swing
swing frames.
frames. I I Warren.
Warren.
11-tf
tions ln Rockland. A large list of sum
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real high grade mirrors at low cost, new mat-------------------------------------------------------BABY CHIX. WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C.
IT WILL
estate. Come and talk over my list If board ln variety of colors. STANLEY D
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS GREGORY, picture and framing shop R I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color,
25*26 state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
15-tf upstairs. 471 Main St. Tel. 254.
nrn---- Z7-------------- Per hundred, postpaid for March until
THRILL YOU
I Rq.»sr 15th of APr|l: 30C $1 less and 1000 $2 less
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and golden
'v^rLThomaston
1, oak extension dining (able. 25*2$
\®l'*»per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed.
cottages for sale and rent, attractive 180,
______________ lT II. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston,
prices, ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
HOUSE of 8 rooms at 8 Pine St., Thom-1 Maine, Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,

Friday and Saturday Only

Sport Coats

BURPEE & LAMB

r.

AYER'S

Men’s Winter Union Suits

87c

WILLIS AYER

Controlled
Power

NO-NOX

ETHYL GASOLINE

. • • Controls the power in your motor

Th is it does by regulating the combustion which
stops knocks, clicks, and pings. A full spark is per
mitted at all speeds which prevents over-heating
and power waste. A better all round performance
of the motor and car is accomplished. The low
end point of No-Nox Ethyl gives instant and com
plete vaporization for QUICK EASY STARTING.
AT THE

OF THE ORANGE

Gulf Refining Company

Mftlue.

15-tf

aston. Inquire on PREMISES.

25*26

1-tt

Every-Other-Day
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In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......... ..........
770 or 794-W

Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A. Leach an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter Helen Leach to Oliver
Prescott Ingraham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham of Rockport.
Miss Leach is educational counselor
in the schools of Camden. She is a
graduate of Bradford Academy and
Farmington Normal School, and has
attended Boston University. Mr. In
graham attended Bowdoin College,
class of 1926, and is a member of the
Delta Epsilon Fraternity. Fbr the
past three years he has been asso
ciated with the Loose-Wiles Com
pany, with headquarters in Boston.

$3.95
$5.00

STYLE

$6.00

Footwear is here that reflects the freshness of the
spring seasofi

Mat Kid Pumps in black and brown on high and low
spike heels. In widths

LADIES’ SHOES
We have a new line of $5.00 on high spike, low spike
and Cuban heels that are the latest spring styles.
Black with just a touch of water snake for trimming.
Brown pumps, with or without straps.

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Rockland, Maine

Mrs. Hilda Brazier, Waldo avenue,'
entertained at cards Monday even
ing. Those present were Mrs. Ber
nice Freeman, Mrs. Edna Britto, Mrs.
Lillian Perry, Mrs. Evelyn Cates.
Mrs. Hilma Farrow and Mrs. Hilda
Brazier. Refreshments were served

Get the Most for Your Money

IT’S TIME TO THINK

Come in today and see our
Colorful Assortment of

CHOSAN

Miss Helen Sleeper is home from
Bridgewater (Mass). Normal School
for a week’s vacation which she is
spending with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Willard P. Sleeper, Orange
street.
IS

WASH DRESSES
FOR GIRLS
in the newest print designs

Mrs. Evelyn McKusick who spent
the weekend and holiday in Win
chester, Mass., the guest of Miss Eda
Knowlton, returned Monday.

Mrs. Ibra Ripley who has been the :
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Me-!
Intosh, Spruce street, has returned
Mrs. N. F. Cobb was hostess to the to Auburn.
Outing Club yesterday for picnic
Mrs. Henry A. Rueter of Brook
dinner and relief sewing.
line and Rockland, who has been vis
Mrs. William P. Kelley and two iting her daughter Mrs. Heyburn in
children have returned from a Louisville, Ky„ has returned to her
weekend visit in Boston as guests of apartment at the Beaconsfield.
Mrs. Kelley’s mother, Mrs. E. W.
Moore. They were accompanied by
The Y.P.B. will meet with Miss
Mrs. Moore and daughter Hazel who Alena Young Thursday evening at
will be Mrs. Kelley’s guests for the 7.30. The program is to be con
week.
ducted by Miss Myra Watts, the subjejet being "The Enemies Fire.”
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F. Brown
returned Monday from Springfield,
Mrs. Arthur J. Titus of New York,
Mass., where Mrs. Brown attended Warren Flynn of Boston, Horace
the Eastern Zone Conference of Or Wile of Winthrop, Mass., and Mrs.
. . . Here Are Practical Reminders!
□uaranteed FAST Colors WORK
ganizations for the Hard of Hearing. Arthur Lenfest of Boston, who ac
MANSHIP, MATERIAL and
companied the remains of Mrs.
SERVICE
Mrs Herbert Curtis entertained at Charles T. Aylward to this city, re
In dressing up the
luncheon and bridge Friday evening. turned to their respective homes
Always Look Well. Always Look Stylish.
yesterday. With them went Miss'
house for spring, new
Mrs. E. J. Hellier and Mrs. William Della Aylward, who will make her
Specially priced at
Ellingwood entertained at supper future home with her brother
drapes are an inter
and cards Friday evening at Mrs. Charles in Winthrop.
Hellier’s home on Talbot avenue,
esting and important
with Mrs. Marden DeShon of Port
Harry
Phillips
who
has
been
in
land as honor guest. There were
factor! Let’s suggest
eight guests. Honors in bridge were Boston for a few days where his
daughter,
Gertrude,
is
a
patient
at
won by Mrs. J. A. Jamesdh, Mrs. H.
P. Blodgett and Mrs. Walter H. But the New England Baptist Hospital,
&
ler, with a guest prize for Mrs. De has returned home, and reports her
Shon. Mrs. DeShon who was a condition much improved.
Double Ruffled
house guest of Mrs. Hellier’s during
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. will
her Rockland stay returned Satur
meet Monday at 2.30 p. m., at the
day.
home of Mrs. Ella Buffum, with Mis.
The lowest price at which we have
Mrs. E. D. Spear has returned Lucie Walsh, and Mrs. Minnie Cobb
Draperies of Brocad
home from New York where she was as assisting hostesses. The program
ever sold this grade of stocking.
ed Damask, all colors
the guest of her daughter. Mrs. Wil chairman will be Mrs. Irene Moran,
and E. C. Moran. Jr., will be the
liam Sharpe, for two weeks.
79c, 98c, $1-45,
Flawless quality combined with
A
guest speaker. Mrs. Vivian Hewett
$1.69, $1.89, $2.50
beauty and durability. Slenderiz
Mrs. Charles Libby of Chestnut will contribute a group of songs to
With colored valance
street is at the Deaconess Hospital in the program.
ing curved French heel, reinforced
and baby ruffle in
or these individual
Boston for surgical treatment.
toe guard.
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick is enter
bleu or rose
curtains in ecru with
Mrs. Nettie Lord will be in charge taining the T Club this evening at
floral borders at
of the bridge party at BPW rooms her home on Chestnut street.
tonight.
$1.69 per pair
Arthur McCurdy, Mrs. Olive Syl
vester.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Murray,
Mrs.
Mrs. Ida Huntley entertained at a
Crepe de Chitfc or Georgette
George Washington bridge luncheon Thomas McKinney and Mrs. John
Tuesday evening at her home on Watts carried off honors at . the!
Beech street, with two tables in play. bridge party conducted under the
Honors were won by Miss Madlene auspices of Ruth Mayhew Trent
Rogers, Mrs. Letty kalloch and Mrs. Tuesday evening at Grand Army
In pastel shades
With valance 2 1-4 yds long,
Winifred Butler. Other guests were hall. There were four tables and
36
inches
wide
Misses Eva and Ruth Rogers, Mrs. Mrs. Harry French acted as hostess.
Adelma Mullen and Mrs. Betty
Miss Ruth Rhodes was thc guest
French. A feature of the occasion
That look and drape like linen
Sizes 4 to 14
was a miscellaneous shower for Miss of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.'
Madlene Rogers, the collection of at Ernest Achorn in Warren, last week
Floral
borders
embroidered
in
wool.
damask
tractive and useful articles being
Colors, green, orange, orchid, rose
The Shakespeare Society was en
presented her in a gaily decorated
tertained Monday evening at the
box.
or brown.
home of Mrs. Ruth McBeath, Union
Full Standard Size
Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., was hostess street, with 22 members present.
to the Itooevik Club Tuesday after With Mrs. Helen Orne as leader. Act
Made in colors, white, blue, green
noon with all but two members pres II. Scene 6, to Act IV, Scene 2. of
ent. Sewing was devoted to patch- Ibsen's "Peer Gynt" were read. Miss
Checked Marquisette
Blankets of soft fleecy nap. Block
Erskine
presented
a
and maize. They are guaranteed not
work for local charity, and Mrs. Carolyn
thoughtfully prepared paper on “The
plaid styles and plain solid colors in
Boody served refreshments.
to crack, chip, peel or become
Play: The Story of Its Writing and
shades of rose, blue, tan, yellow’,
Mrs. Donald Philbrick of Portland Reception." Ibsen wrote "Peer Gynt"
marred by hot dishes.
In solid colors of green or gold
orchid and grey.
was the weekend guest of Mr. and in Southern Italy in 1367, using
Mrs. Edwin Edwards, Cedar street. many of his ow>n useful experiences
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
in the building. It was received with
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Perry and disapproval by his.rountrymen. Some
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie enter critics have termed “Peer Gynt” a Capt. and Mrs. C. F. Chester are
tained at bridge Monday evening at fairy story for childTen Mrs. Clara celebrating their 58th wedding anni p.rHHfLrar2-f
the Veazie home on Shaw avenue, Rounds' interesting paper on "Rich versary today at their home at Owl’s
with Senator and Mrs. George L. St. ard Mansfield and Peer Gynt" gave Head.
Clair as special guests. Honors were in vivid detail Mansfield's phenome
won by Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook, nal success in Ibsen's play. Aft£r
The bridge party conducted under
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, H. P. Blodgett many months of hard work, Mans the auspices of the Ways and Means
and Fred P. Colson, with guest field presented the play in Chicago. committee of the Parent-Teacher As
Oct. 6, 1906, playing the title role. He sociation last evening in Temple hall
prizes for Mr. and Mrs. St. Clair.
,held the audience beyond the wildest proved a decided success, a neat sum
Among the Rockland ladies at expectations, and it was a triumph being realized to carry on the note
tending the banquet and bridge giv for Mansfield, one of the greatest in worthy work of the organization in
en by Gen. Knox Chapter. D.A.R., at i h’is notable career. He gave per the local schools. There were 55
Knox Hotel, Thomaston, Monday formances in many cities, but was tables devoted to progressive, pivot
evening, were Mrs. Mary Overlock, overcome with the difficult imper and contract. A. C. Jones acted as
regent, Mrs. Emily Stevens, vice re sonation of Peer Ovnt and died Aug. official announcer. The hall was
gent, Mrs. H. A. Buffum and Mrs. 30. 1907 It has been suggested that prettily decorated and bufiet lunch
Lucia Burpee. Mrs. Burpee carried "Peer Gynt” is for the library and was served—sandwiches, brownies,
not for the stage.
off second honors in bridge.
cakes, cookies and punch. Among sev
eral clubs reserving tables for group
Mrs. Wilbur Cross, Limerock street playing were the Itooevik and Cardl- '
Browne Club will meet Friday aft
ernoon at 4 o'clock at the home of entertained the Thimble Club Mon nal Clubs. Honors were awarded to
Miss Edith Bicknell, 12 Knox street. day evening.
Mrs. Henry Montgomery, B. B. Smith,
Miss Bicknell will be assisted in en
Dr. Perley Damon, Mrs. Fred T. Vea-j
At the close of the brief business zie, Everett Munsey, Ralph Hanscom,
tertaining by Miss Leola Robinson.
Mrs. O. A. Palmer and Mrs. H. J. j session of the Auxiliary of Winslow- Mrs. L. N. Lawrence, Mrs. Thomas j
Glidden. A business meeting will be Holbrook Post Monday evening, at Keating, Mrs. Austin Brewer, Maurice
followed by an hour of sewing for Legion hall, special exercises in line Shafter, Mrs. Sunnier Perry, Miss
White Cross and relief work, and with the National Defense program Ethel Smalley, Miss Celia Brault,
picnic supper will be served at 6 were presented, at which there was a Clarence Upham, Mrs. Elmer B.
o'clock, each member being asked to large attendance from the local pa Crockett. Warren C. Noyes, Mrs. Net
bring her own sandwiches and cake, triotic organizations and auxiliary tie B. Lord. Mrs. Herman Hart. Mrs.
also a bowl, plate, cup and saucer bodies. Lieut. S. E. Willard. U.S.A., Wilbur Senter. Jr., P P. Bicknell,
and a spoon. The club will attend as guest speaker presented very in Mrs. G. A. Wooster, Mrs. Charles
Dr Neighbour’s service in the even teresting data on the subject, dis Phillips, Mrs. F. E. Follett, J. A. Jame
playing his familiarity with the son, Lloyd Benner, Mrs. Orrin Smith,
ing.
many phases of the proposition. His O. G. Kalloch, Mrs. H. W. Hall. Mrs.
When Mrs. William Gregory of address was augmented by this pleas Mona Mclnfbsh, Mrs. Karl O'Brien,
The Highlands after a day of house ing program:
Miss Mary Johnson, Mrs, Blanche
hold duties protestingly accompanied Violin Duets—Flower Song .
...... ■■■• McDonald Mrs. S. Perry, H. P.
...............................
Aldrich-Greenwald
her husband on a call at Glencove
Blodgett, Mrs. Mar; hali, Mrs. Harry
Moonlight on the Colorado
.......
Monday evening, she little dreamed Mrs.
Blanche Morton and Mr. Friedman French. Miss Margaret Flanagan.
there was "method in his madness.”
Mrs. Charles Grace, Mrs. Donald
(Miss Bertha Luce at piano)
....... Perry, Miss Anna Webster, Mrs. Rose
On their return to the darkened house I Vocal—Dear Old Pal of Mine
Madelon
...................................................
everything was quiet and serene
Smith, Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Mrs.
Mrs. Ida Huntley
Ibis is a truly remarkable offer—Walnut or Mauntil the lights were flashed on, re
(Miss Luce, accompanist)
Lillian McRae. Mrs. Richard Lufkin,
vealing a group of friends gathered Remarks by Commander F. S. Philbrick Arthur F. Lamb, Mrs. Seymour Cam
hogany finish, 4 Posters, 3-3,4 ft. or 4 ft. 6 size
Recitation
—
George
Washington
......
in observance of Mrs. Gregory's
eron, Mrs. A. B. Higgs, Mrs. J. A.
Master Edward Hayes. Jr.
birthday.
While the surprise was j Vocal—3ecause Your Heart ...................... Jameson, Miss Ida Hughes. Fred T.
S. T. Constantine
quite overwhelming, Mrs. Gregory
Veazie. Mrs. A. L. Ornc, Mr. and Mrs.
Medicine Cabinet,
59c. Bath Stool,
49c
(Mrs. Constantine, accompanist)
managed to regain her composure Recitation
—A Future Historian
....... Sanford Delano and Mrs. Ralph I
and entered into the merrymaking
Smith.
The
general
committee
com

Edith Jackson
Congoleum Rugs, 6x9. Special, ’
S3.25
....... posed of Mrs. K. C. Rankin, Mrs. E.
with her usual zest. Various games Vocal—Washington's Birthday
Little Miss Natalie Edwards
and stunts were enjoyed. The re
W.
Peaslee
and
Mrs.
Donald
Perry
as

(Mrs. Edwin Edwards 'at the piano)
freshments included a prettily deco Vocal—Whispering Hope (by request) .... sisted by Mrs. John O. Stevens and
Goods Bought at this Remarkable Clearance Price and Held Until Spring If You
Mr, Constantine
Kirs. John H. Flanagan, had the aid
rated birthday cake made by Mrs.
by Augustus Huntley. 2nd Vice of several large and efficient com
Desire. Terms to Suit
Hattie Richards of Thomaston. The Remarks
Commander, representing the Ameri
guests were Rev. and Mrs. J. Clias.
mittees. To these committees who
can Legion
MacDonald, Mr. and Mrs. Frank i Community Slnglng-fitar Spangled .... worked untiringly for the success an
Banner ..................................................... expression of appreciation is made,
Keach, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mills
Refreshments were served with also all others who helped, including
and daughter Helen, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Stewart Orbeton who contributed
William Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mrs. Myra Watts as chairman.
the ginger ale for the punch; L. A.
Rokes, and Miss Jennie Guptill. Mrs.
Fickett for thc Orthophonic Victrola;
Gregory was presented with a set of
DARE
NOT
DEFY
Mrs. Minnie Crozier. Russell Davis.
sheets and pillow cases with colored
This Unknown
John O. Stevens and Mrs. Lena K.
borders.
Sargent, for charts; the management
Terror
nf Un t'niip. licllle and all others I
Let the People's laundry, Limernek
??????
Street, clean your rugs and carpets.
Who loaned tables; and Edward Goma
and the Elks Home for punch bowls.
Tel. 170—adv.
25-31

of CURTAINS and DRAPES

$1.00 and $1.49
Pure Silk Grenadine

Mr. and Mrs. Prank Bridges arrive
today from Boston to be guests of
Col. and Mrs. Basil Stinson for a few
days before returning to Swan's
Island.

The Diligent Dames meet this aft
ernoon at the home of Mrs. N. A.
Fogg, who will be assisted in enter
taining by Mrs. Fred Overlook and
Mrs. Oliver Hills.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

li You Want Real

Red Blooded Thrills

Here’s Your Picture
Indian Fights! Death Lurking at
Every Turn of the Trail, Faced
These Pioneers of Daniel Boone's
Days!

THE

GREAT
MEADOW
with

JOHN MACK BROWN
ELEANOR BOARDMAN

ALSO
“SPELL
OF THE CIRCUS”

Hosiery, Picot Top,

White
Bedroom
Curtains

$1

$1.89

Waterproof
Table Covers

Tailored Ecru
Marquisette Curtains
$1.89

Children’s Party Dresses

$2.98, $3.98, $4.98

Cotton Sheet Blankets

$1.59

Cottage Sets

59c

$1.79

Four Poster Bed $14.95

NOW PLAYING
"MILLIE”

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
It took six years in prison
to break him—love remade

him over night

WALTER HUSTON
IN

“THE CRIMINAL CODE”
WITH

PHILLIPS HOLMES, CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
ADDED
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
Last Episode “PHANTOM OF THE WEST”
NOW SHOWING
“BODY AND SOUL” with CHARLES FARRELL
1 11
Home of Paramount Pictures

One of the Publix Theatre*
Shows 2.00, 6.30. 8-30
Saturday Continuous 2.00 to 10.30

$14.95

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

Telephone 980
313-319 Main St.
Rockland, Maine

Every-Other-Day
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THE LOITERER
I notice in reading the issue of The
Courier-Gazette of Peb. 12 that we
have a new member “Seabreeze." No.
7. Slowly but surely N.C.C. is grow
ing. The poet says, “Look round
thee!—all is sunshine—is not this a
smiling world?" And again, "A world
of joyous beauty and magnificence,
almost too fair to leave!"
Truly a Maine winter is beautiful,
despite some inconveniences. Heavy
snow made it impossible for me to

Eastern’s Policy of
Guaranteed

Satisfaction

get to my school in the car (distance
3'a miles) so 1 had a sleigh ride.
Started from home about 7.30 a. m.,
well bundled up in fur coat and fur
rcbe as “comfy" as -when 25 years
ago sleighrides were a necessity in
stead of a novelty. Decided to take
the short cut road rather than the
main read, this saving a mile or more
of travel. There was only a one
hors^track so the rate of speed was
slow, giving me a chance to take
mental note of all the changes since
I had been over the road about 10
years aco.
On either side the road were banks
of snow where the road had been

pecker had bored and pecked a hole
in tlie trunk of a dead hemlock tree
in search of ants while a little farther
on a squirrel scampered along an old
stone wall and out of sight. Saw
where a fox had trotted along and
crawled through the fence into the
pasture, and where several rabbits
had hopped in under the snow laden
trees.
Save for the squirrel there was no
sign of life and save for the sound
ot the sleighbells there was utter
; solitude. Gray sky overhead, the
white snow beneath and silence,
silence everywhere.
| Upon coming out on the main

broken out by the "stick under the
sled" method while the little ever
green trees were bending their
branches under a weight of white
ness—tall maple and beech trees
against a gray sky and beneath them
all a carpet of snow..
This short cut road, while it is a
town road, was once a busy thorough
fare. For its entire distance of 2'_miles there are now only two occu
pied homes where once were twelve.
Of the greater part of them only
cellars, lilac bushes, an old well or
apple tree remain to show what was
but now is not.
Bv the side of the road a wood

1 traveled road I noticed in the distance
signs ol more snow and an occasion
al flake of fine snow- fell on the robe.
By 10 o'clock it was snowing thick
and fast and by night when I re
turned home there were no signs of
I the track made at morning when I
came over the same road but
I

The curtain was rung down Sun
day on the life of Dame Nellie Melba,
one of the purest sopranos grand
Loiterer,
opera ever knew, after weeks abed '
Before long, we suppose, some ore
' will be saying that Niagara Falls with a strange illness which baffled
j isn't what it's cracked up to be.— her physicians.
Seventy-one years old, the famous I
Miami News.
prima donna for several days had
fought a losing battle with a skin
Along the Mexican Border, j bridges open all night to give them
malady contracted in Egypt and
uz »
aggravated by
a *v..
longK juurucy
journey uuinc
home i It is always well to listen to the' more time to spend their surplus
^exSh^n^Xal^i01^ fell°WS VieWP°,nt- Y°U ^i^K^^eTr^Howeve^S

Of

present

through

low

day

redue-

these

tiorts are the greatest in

jur entire career. Don't

miss it.

Be here eariy

for your share.

Thousands of Dollars Worth of Floor Samples' and Dis
continued Patterns at Sensational Reductions
Take Advantage of Our Convenient and

EASY PAYMENT PLAN

SALE OPENS TOMORROW!
For Dining Rooms
Our $269 9-Pc. Dining Sets

Our $12.00 Occasional Tables

Our $7.50 Metal Beds
Heavy durable metal bed. tubing in wood
finish. Full size ..................................

(pn nr

Round top—rich in appearance. Walnut
finish. At a substantial saving .................

OP AC

30.33

Our $29.85 Coggswell Chairs

Our $35.CO Wood Beds
IValnut finish, contrasting overlay, poster (J» 1 n rn
effect; full size

Jacquard velour w ith Queen Anne legs (C 1 C 7 C
and tufted back ....................................... 3 IO. I 3

Our $12.50 Rockers
Our $48.00 Wood Beds

Walnut finish gumwood with contrasting
jverlavs, 4' 6" size......................................

rn
J.dU

Full size Colonial beds, in mahogany, with (PIP r n
turned posts andtail
<pl0.3w

Our $19.50 Dressers

nr
tJU.uO

Our $22.50 Day Beds
Opens double, complete with cretonne <J» 1
mattress ........................................................

J nr

Our $47.50 Dressers
Antique mahogany veneer in colonial style (POQ C A
with large mirrors
Jv

Our $8.50 Bed Springs
Heavy angle frame, good durable construetion throughout. All sizes ...........

(P

t

$27.50, $39.50 Club Chairs
CIC QC
3-10.7/3

Our $55.00 Secretaries

Mahogany veneer, colonial style, lull grill (POQ Cft
glass doors, 3 drawers . ............................... 34‘U.3O

$57.50 Gov. Winthrop Desks
Mahogany veneers, 4 drawers, drop

$37.50

Our $27.50 Spinet Desks

Walnut veneer with heavy turned legs, Q1 A r A
fitted interior, etc....................................
31»«3v

$24.50 Occasional Tables
pi I fA
3-1 *«3v

Scalloped square shaped table with rich
burl walnut veneer top ........................

Antique mahogany veneer with turned
legs and large drawer ..............................

<P*7 rn

v 1 «OU

Q7 nr

Ol >uO

Mahogany color—neat pattern and firmly
made. They will sell quickly

CTO "T
30.1 3

Mahogany veneer with massive tluted legs (PIC CA
and fancy stretcher .................................... jplv.Jv

3*30

Made up of dozens of resilient roil springs
set on steel angle frame. All sizes ........

(pn >yr
«pO. I J

Our $14.50 Boudoir Chairs
Cretonne covering, flounce all around.
Backs, seats and arms all upholstered ......

mo rn

4-Piece Bedroom Sets $65

CfiC
303

Our $105 Eedroom Sets
CflQ

Walnut fin'sh with rontra't ng cerorations.
Bed, dresser and Holivwood vanity ..........

303

Our $149 4-Pc. Bedroom Sets
Walnut veneer with contrasting trimming, maple
decorations. Dresser, bed, French vanity
CfiQ
ar.d chest
30^

CA
313.3U

Our $85 £-Pc. Dining Sets

Walnut finish gumwood with recessed panels, col
orful decorations and overlays.. Buffet,
table and 6 chairs
.................................
Matched bu-l walnut veneer fronts, "V" matched
grainings, floral fliications , etc. lab e
CfiQ
and four chairs ophn stored in velour

303

Our $165 9-Pc. Dining Sets
Walnut finish gumwood with contrasting trimmings
and recessed pane.i.ug. buffet, china eabinet. table and six chairs .........
373

Our $135 8-Pc. Dining Sets

Walnut veneers with raised panelings, carvings, ma
hogany drawer bottoms, etc. Buffet, table
and six chairs
...................................

Q7Q
•V

Our $188 8-Pc. Dining Sets

Rich walnut veneers with burl fronts, contrasting
borders, rich carvings, etc. Buffet exten10.-i table and 6 i bails ...............................

Our $189 9-Pc. Dining Sets

Rug Department

Walnut veneers with lacework, maple overlays, and
contrasting borders. Buffet, china cabinet,
table and six chairs .....................................
3-137/

Our $189 9-Pc. Dining Sets

Our $198 9-Pc. Dining Sets

Q1*?Q

$69 Axminster Rugs

$57.50 Axminster Rugs

You will be amazed when you see these heavy rugs
in beautiful 1931 season's patterns at low (POA CA
figure. Sizes 9x12 and 8.3x10.6
337/.3O

$45 Axminster Rugs
Rich patterns in all over designs and oriental pat
terns 9x12 and 8.3x10.6. Smaller sizes also (POC 7C
greatly reduced ............ ............................. 330.(3

CQfi
330

<C1

1C
3110

Our $249 4-Pc. Bedroom Set
Butt walnut fronts, maple trim, "V" matched grain
ing. Dust proof, too. Bed. dresser, vanity
S | 29

Miscellaneous
Our $29.50 Double Day Beds
Metal ends in wood finish, cretonne covered flounced mattress. Opens to fu.l size

$37.50 Axminster Rugs
This is the first time since 1914 has such an
offer been made. 9x12 and 8.3x10.6. These (POO AC
will go with a rush .................................... 3^3.7/3

$38.50 Velvet Rugs

(POO C

Here are ten patterns in the long wearing
A
parlor or dining room rugs ........................ (ffit.Jv

$29.50 Tapestry Rugs
Take your choice of either the 9x12 or
8.3x10.6 size. At these prices all who need (M A J* A
rugs will surely buy ...................................... 3-t0.30

J

yj

Our $45.00 Coil Day Beds
TOO CA

Windsor style. OXF. MOTION coil spring
day bed complete with cretonne mattress.
Opens to full size bed .................................

$39 Axminster Rugs

Our $165 4-Pc. Eedioom Set

and robe

Our $29.50 Breakfast Sets

Latest two tone grey and blue tinish or green with
floral decorations. Double drop leaf tab'.e <P1O
and four pinch back chairs ....................

Walnut veneer:, with attractive paneling, carvings, etc.
Mahogany drawer bottoms, etc. Buffet,
china cabinet, table ar.d six chairs
3 1 A”

Our $149 Living Room Sets

Imagine buying this type rug at such a COQ CA
saving. 9x12 and 8.3x10.6 . ........................ 3ti7/.3v

Our $198 3-Pc. Bedroom Set
Burl waltiut veneers with African walnut
trim. Bed, French or full vanity and
dresser

Walnut veneer with African walnut trim
ming. Bed, chest, dresser and Hollywood
vanity ........................

Our $39.50 China Cabinets

Walnut veneers wiih contrasting overlays (P1Q CC
and semi grill fronts
............... 31»?«O3

These are in the 9x12 size—extra heavy P4 J
and deep pile Axminster
v**

Walnut finish gumwood dresser, bed, chest
and toilet table. ALL FOR

QC

pn

3»?«03

Jacquard velour suite with shaped arm panels and
reversible cushions. Sofa, club chair and (PQ7 CA
wing chair .................................................... 30 • »3v

(PQ nr

Jj.jd

$14.75 5-Pc. Breakfast Sets
Double drop leaf tabic and 4 Windsor
style chairs, unfinished

(PQQ

Covered In velour, with reversible cushions
in velour. Sofa, club chair and wing chair

«J>O.3U

Our $17.50 Cedar Chests
Walnut veneer exterior with overlays and
de orations and aromatic red center lining

31 •

••elected walnut veneers with maple overlays, con
trasting borders, routings, etc. Buffet,
C1QC
c|iina cabinet, tab!e rod 6 chairs
3

Our $125 Living Room Sets

Our $15,50 Coil Springs

C17Q

(Pt 1 C

Our $30.00 Davenport Tables
CC QC

Walnut veneer fronts, carvings, fluted legs,
contrasting borders, et-. Buffet, china
cabinet, table and 6 chairs ........................

Our $119 5-Pc. Dinette Sets

Our $12.00 Davenport Tables

Our $13.50 Mattresses
Comfortable, cotton linter roll edge mattress in fast color tick. All sizes ...............

30.1 3

Our $19.50 Student Desks

nr

Our $14.50 Metal Beds
Decorative metal bed of heavy tubing with
steel cane panel. All sizes

<?C 7C

OverstuiTed club chairs in velours and
denims. Very comfortable ..................

Our $24.50 Poster Beds

Sturdy construction, three drawers and
swinging minor ...................................

Mahogany finish frame.
Fancy style ...................................................

$3.35 Floor Lamps
Choice of 2-eand'e metal floor lamp or
colonial effect bridge lamp, complete with
decorated paper parchment shade

(PI

QC

31.7/t,

Boudoir Lamp Complete
Rich Italian pottery base, complete with
imitation parchment shade ........................
Our

Friends believed Shat she thUlgS fr°m many neW angles' VMy are private‘y owned' by Amerlca“
hastened her own end by insisting often it changes your opinion, and politicians, as you may guess, and
I on spending Christmas in her native sometimes it reverses a pet idea you they are gold mines.
$ $ $ <$
j Australia.
had cherished for years. My eyes
She was happy, however, in spend- are opening as to prices and values.
And
just
as
this is finished, I pick
! ing almost her last days in Mel- , .
..
.
.
j bourne near where she was born, i In every c^y vlsited, in any part of up an evening San Antonio paper
j and from which she took her stage the world. I have always made it a and find that nine college girls of
the home economics class of Wash
name, Melba. Her maiden name was j rule to go to the shops, ask prices,
J Nellie Porter Mitchell. She was and get an idea of values in that ington Missionary College lived the
past week on 29 cents a day. They
! married in 1882 to Capt. N. F. Arm] strong
Her father was David community. This has been going on are demonstrating that it is possible
for so many years that I have a fair |
remain in perfect health by
: Mitchell, a contractor.
spending only $2 a week for food.
Known to all the world as the suc- idea of what food and clothes should The
U. S. Department of Agriculture
i cessor to Adelina Patti and Jenny efell for under normal conditions.
and the Red Cross are sponsoring
J Lind, Melba sang last in America at
The low prices prevailing in this the experiment, with the ultimate
the New York. Metropolitan in Faust
I in 1917-18, and after that was seldom valley have surprised me, for our aim of teaching distressed families
| heard in public. Her voice was said nearest large cities north of here, what thg girls are eaHng for 29
I nnd'fiexmAUv^i
s*eetneSS ' Houston and San Antonio, have I cents a day: Breakfast, prunes, oat
of her death V 11 Unt the tlme prices as stiff as Pittsburg, or above ! meal and milk, breaded tomatoes,
Her most famous roles were as normal.
San Antonio, as you know. ; bread- a"d' butter ^obstinate;pinner,
Gilda in Rigoletto, Violetta in La if you listen to station WAOI on the ^0„veS?e stock carrot and nut
Traviata and Lucia. Other roles radio, now advertises itself as “the j roast, spinach, cabbage slaw, bread
were the soprano parts of La Bo1 heme. Tosca. Otello and an occasional winter playground of America, where and butter; supper, pop corn, one
” The raw aPP*e and milk. Desserts are
' Bruenhilde.
Although the critics the sunshine spends the winter.
, .. i permitted three times a week,
were lavish in their praise they merchants chip in and pay for
the, p We cannot touch those flgures
I sometimes complained of her cold- community advertising, and prices of | down here in the Valley, so that cuts
I ness as an actress.
commodities are decidedly up as a out all future discussion about the
result of this extra tax on the mer price of food here, where it is raised.
! Her life with Armstrong was not chants. However, thousands of tour We live for very little money down
ists throng there every winter and here, but we can't hit it off on 29
| entirely happy.
Shortly after the birth of her son, the merchants get back their money cents a day. Washington wins.
j George Nesbit Armstrong, she be- from the tourists, who pay the stiff
THE ONE-WAY WOOF
| came separated from both, and in prices. But it is hard on the yearApril. 1900, Armstrong, then a ranch- around native, for he, too, has to pay.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette'—
j er near Galveston, Texas, obtained a
<$> <3> «> «>
Many years ago when Maine was
I divorce. She later became reconciled
with her son.
On my way down here to the tip inhabited by the Indians their prin
1 She was made a dame of the of Texas. I stopped off at these cipal sustenance was the wild ani
British Empire in 1922 in recognition | places to check up on them, with the mals which at that time were quite
of her war work and on King result that when I landed here the plentiful. One of the most import
George's birthday in 1927 she re low prices marked on gbods in the ant of these animals was the woofus
ceived the Grand Cross of the Order show windows surprised me. I found better known as the "woof.” It is
of the British Empire.
I could buy a soft felt hat equal to larger than a deer and smaller than
of . the
Well known in the United States, a $10 imported Borsalino Italian hat,, a moose. It is purely a, native __
------ —
-------- -------which
she toured
numerous
times or equal to the best American $8 and mountainous regions of Maine and is
both in grand opera and in concert, I $10 hat, for $4.98. No one pays $6 Reve5 seen outside of that State. A
Mme. Melba also was the pride of or $8 for a good hat here. No one pecu arlty of this animal is that the
London musical circles and idol of '• will pay it; the stores can't get it,' '?gs Yu m^h sh£rter,w?r
the factories or someone has than ,the, °‘h,er'
»
I the Parisian nnhite
public. Her success in and
Italy. Russia. Germany and in her to shave the Drice I hannened to 1 cannot travel on level 8round' is
hav.
.
Hnr
e
iS,n
tit*,
™£r
never
seen
there
and
can
go
only
one
own native Australia was equally ™ J B -X ha Hera ro nanhTv wa>' a™und the mountain,
notable for the high honors accorded parison. The hatters in Danbury.
In hunting the woof the Indians,
her.
up your way, in New England, are bejng aware Of this handicap, took
| The musical education of Mme. getting $17 a week for 6 days work;
.. hv ctotinnina a
Melba, whose real name was Nellie are out on a strike, are being sup2?g?he tribe ™ the^mountain
,Pcrter Mitchell, began when she was ported by the communists (when pid whfle others beat the bush and
three years of age. but it was only , [his js written) • and are fighting for S”
°
.w “ „
through lone vears of hard deter I ln
written) ana are ngnnng ior drove the ammais around the mountnrougn long years oi nara, deter- more money. When they were mak- tB.n whprp tbpv fell an easv dtpv to
mined work that she advanced her- j ;ng $30 a week some years ago, the ;
rpd mpn
selfgreat
to a singers
place in the foremost rank Dbpst
hats couia
could bp
for sj
S3 .ou
50
2 great. was the
.1. si, augu...
of
j nats
oe bought
Dougnt ior
go
hter «,.*
that the
anti $5. In fact, a $5 hat was the 1 Wocf became extinct nearly 200 years

summer.

BECAUSE

prices the values offered

If, after making a pur
chase here, you find the
same merchandise else
where for less, come
bark, and we will refund
or credit you the differ
ence.

For Living Rooms

fponv

Singer of International Fame
Was Known As “The Aus
tralian Nightingale"

I'd ridden o'er a highway
In a “one horse open sleigh"
And I'd enjoyed the beauty
Of a snowy winter day.

We Must Clear Our Floors For Spring
Goods Soon to Arrive.
You Profit

For Bedrooms

MME. MELBA DEAD

QRf*
7/OV

$57.50 3-Pc. Fibre Suites
OJOA CO

Latest 2 tone fibre sunroom seat with eretonne upholstery. Sofa, chair and rocker..

$14.50 Reed Rockers
Big variety of fancy fibre and reed rock
ers with eretonne upholstery. Cho ce ......

$9.85

283

283

MAIN

MAIN

SWT

STREET

Rockland

Rockland

companiment at a church in Mel- hat t0 the buyer Italy malces a been occasionally seen in the more
bourne. Her musical talents were ,
(probabiy the finest felt
mountains of the state.
encouraged until it became apparent
h £ade) and sells it retail remote
Woofus is an Indian word mean
hat she contemplated a stage career,
’,
M . Tha( same hat
ing
“
one
way." hence the name.
then her father and the other mem is put on a boat as freight and
I have prepared a bill which I wish
bers of her family became fearful, shipped here for $1 a hat and the
to have presented to the Legislature
and set about discouraging her at
to place a closed time on the woofus
evpry turn. Her first real concert price asked here is $10 and $12.
for a term of years. I am also at
<y> <t>
aiipearance was calculated to damp
work on a bill to prohibit hunting
ail ardor and ambition.
And then I asked a rancher here j hornpouts with dogs in Megunticook
• • • •
about shoes, as I know little or noth- lake and thereby save that excellent
Determined to give a public enter- i ing about leather. He tells me the I pan fish from utter extinction by
tainment. she hired a theatre and 1 people of the valley will not pay over i pot hunters.
"Dunt”
Hope.
i personally went about selling tickets 1 $5 for a pair of shoes, and the result
! to friends who had heard her sing in i is that they get very good ones for
the choir. Behind her came the dis- I that money. No one sells any $12
AN He Leave His
j tressed father, begging ticket holders 1 shoes down here. He told me he got
; as a family favor to stay away, and $1-50 for the hide of a steer, and it
Prison In the Dark
all but two of them did. Neverthe would take the hides and leather
Hours
less. Melba faced her diminutive au- from eight of his steers to get him
7 ?? 7? 7
: dience and sang her program through enough money to buy one pair of
precisely as though the hall were shoes for $12—and that he was not
packed with enthusiasts.
that foolish. He said the govern
By the time Melba was 27 years ment bought in St. Louis the best
old her father had modified his op shoes for $3.50 a pair, and that left
position to her stage ambitions and a profit for the manufacturer, after
allowed her to place herself under paying the shoemakers good wages.
How sad! Sallow complexion, coated
the instruction of Mme. Marches! in That a pair of these $3.50 shoes had tongue, poor appetite, bad breath,
. Paris.
better leather, were better made and pimply skin and always tired. What’s
Her stage debut was made in Brus- under more strict specifications than wrong? Chances are you're poisoned
1 sels just a year later, when she ap half the $12 shoes on the market, by clogged bowels and inactive liver.
peared as Gilda in "Rigoletto," which and that they would outwear, two to Take this famous prescription used
became one of her favorite parts in one, any $12 shoe made. Then he constantly in place of calomel by men
later years. She was an instantane began to swear, and as all the edi and women for 20 years— Dr. Ed
ous success, and in 1888 decided to tors of this paper are members of wards Olive Tablets. They are harm
attempt a part in “Lucia dl Lammer- the Baptist League, you will have to less yet very effective. A compound of
moor" at Covent Garden. London. fill in the words yourself, as I can't vegetable ingredients. They act easily
This appearance was even more print them. Anyway, that is the sit upon the bowels, help free the system
brilliant than her Brussels debut had uation. To move stock down here of poison caused by faulty elimina
been, and was followed by successes you have to make a low price on it. tion and tone up liver.
at Milan, Paris, Stockholm, Berlin If you don't they will send to the
Rosy cheeks, clear eyes and youth
and finally New York.
mail order houses, and get what they ful energy make a success of life. Take
Mme. Melba made her first ap want at their own price.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets, nightly.
pearance in the United States with
Know them by their olive color. 15c,
the De Reskes at Chicago during
30c and 60c. All druggists.
the World's Fair of 1893. In 1897
Wages are low, living qosts low,
' she headed the Damrosch-Ellis food cheap but good, rents low.
Opera Company on its tour of the clothes very cheap. A man's all wool
United States, opening ln Philadel how to live at little cost. Here is
phia November 29 in “Faust" with would cost you $45 or $50 there.
the French tenor Ibos.
Guaranteed all wool, and good work
She appeared subsequently in manship. I have inspected some of
America in 1900 and 1902, when she them.
selected “Rigoletto,” and again in
1903 appearing in "Faust.” In 1907
she was engaged by Oscar HammerThese folks have a little empire of
stein for the Manhattain Opera their own. On one side, a foreign
House, where she sang lyric roles, country, Mexico. On the other side,
and again in 1908. when she was for 300 miles, just desert and prairie,
heard in “La Boheme." "Tosca" and to the nearest cities north, Houston
Verdi’s “Otello.” In 1913, in com and San Antonio. To the east, the
pany with Jan Kubelik, she made desolate beaches along the Gulf of
a concert tour of the United States Mexico; to the west and south, Mex
and Canada, giving more than 100 ico. They make their own laws, have
performances ln all of the larger their own wage scale, set theii
cities.
own prices, have no business dej pressions. They are satisfied with
sm&ll margins of profit on sales, low
wages, modest living. There are no
millionaires in the valley. No homes
worth $100,000. They have never had
AT EASTERTIDE
a boom or a depression. They work
along quietly, easily, with a policy
When you’re out-of-sorts, head
That Most Personal of All
of live and let live; small profits,
achy, dizzy, bilious, with coated
quick turnovers. They have nice
Gifts—Your Photograph.
tongue, bad breath, no appetite or
energy—don’t worry. It’s probably homes, pretty parks, shaded streets,
hundreds of miles of asphalt paving,
constipation.
May we suggest an early
Take a candy Cascaret tonight and moderately-priced motor cars. They
appointment
to Insure de
work
long
hours,
are
satisfied
with
a
see how quickly your trouble clears
moderate amount of pleasure.
livery before April 5.
up. No more headache; no gas on
The majority have one bad fault.
stomach or bowels. Appetite im
proves; digestion is encouraged. Take They dislike the prohibition law, and
another tomorrow night and the next they do go over across the bridge to
Champney’s Studio
night. Get every bit of the souring Mexico on week ends and raise ^he
Foot of Limerock Street
waste out of your system. Then see devil. They will drink a little, may
how bowel action is regular and com be only beer, or Spanish wine, and
ROCKLAND. MAINE
most of them do it for spite. But
plete.
22-tf
And the government,
Casearets are made from easeara, they do it.
which doctors agree tuilually atrength that heretofore
has closed the
-Mimizb orerm bowel mutclea. Ten cents at all bridges at 12 midnight every night,
PnOTOORAPHZ»»*Ass'NOr Ambbica
drug stores.
started this month to keep the

c

ALWAYS DEAD TIRED?

Upset Not Serious If
Bowels Get This Help

